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Abstract
Hybrid ZnO/organic solar cells, in which ZnO nanowires (NWs) serve as the electron
acceptor material and organic semiconductor is infiltrated in between the NWs, are
theoretically ideal for efficient excitonic light harvesting. However, by now no such efficient
SCs were reported, and very low efficiencies were demonstrated. In this work, we are
investigating such hybrid solar cells both via theoretical calculation and fabrication.
In the theoretical section, we have implemented a 2D simulation tool that solves
simultaneously for the internal electric field and the charge carriers distribution in a given
device structure and a given set of physical processes, with a special care taken at the
interfaces between dissimilar material, such as hybrid organic/inorganic.
We have used the simulation tool for analyzing organic/ZnO diodes, fabricated by our
collaborators, and revealed the role of surface states at the junction. Experimental results
showed that introducing a dopant into the ZnO layer improves the efficiency of charge
injection into the organic component, without modifying the magnitude of the injection
barrier. The simulation tool was thus used for examining the role of traps (local states) at the
ZnO, which are hardly accessed experimentally. It was found that simulating surface traps at
a single energy level (Et) would give a good fit to the measured J-V characteristics, with a
minimal number of fitting variables, and that adding the dopant increase the traps’ energy
level thus making it shallower. UV photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) measurements
supported our findings.
We have also used the simulation tool for revisiting solar cells’ blocking-layers (BLs)
and their effects on the cell’s performance. The open circuit voltage of solar cells is a critical
property which, in many thin film devices, is found to be much lower than the theoretical
limit associated with the material’s absorption energy gap. A known method for improving
the open-circuit voltage is that of adding charge blocking layers (a.k.a. charge selective or
charge transport layers). However, such interfacial layers are often found to decrease the fill
factor (FF) or even cause undesired S-shape in J-V curves. Here, we explain how such layers
enable significant Voc increase (even above the built-in voltage) and show that the layers’
resistance is responsible for the problematic behavior observed.
The third aspect examined was the losses introduced by metallic electrodes. We
discuss the inclusion of pinning at the integer charge transfer state with and without using
the image charge potential. The explicit introduction of the image potential creates band-gap
narrowing at the contact thus affecting both dark leakage current and photoconversion
efficiency.
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In the second part, we will survey our attempts for fabricating hybrid
ZnO(NWs)\organic solar cells, in collaboration with Prof. Taleb Mokari’s group at Ben-Gurion
University of the Negev. Timewise, this sub project was the first and longest. However, in the
bottom line, it was not successful, thus we summarize mainly the points that could help
someone starting a similar task.
The thesis ends with summary and conclusions.
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List of Symbols
Symbol

Description

  

Absorption coefficient [1/cm]

L

Langevin’s recombination pre-factor [m3/sec]



The chance that an exciton reaching the interface would dissociate into
free charge carriers [a number in the range 0-1]

 Et

Energetic gap between the trap and the middle of the gap (in SRH
recombination) [eV]



Relative permittivity

0

vacuum permittivity [F⋅m−1]



Solar cell’s efficiency (PCE) – [a number in the range 0-1]



Wavelength [nm]

n

Electrons’ electrical mobility [cm2/V/sec]

p

Holes’ electrical mobility [cm2/V/sec]

1

Excitons’ lifetime [sec]



Electric potential [V]

A

Absroption rate [a number in the range 0-1]

Cn

the traps capture cross section (in SRH recombination) [m2]

Dn

Electrons’ diffusion coefficient [m2/sec]

Dp

Holes’ diffusion coefficient [m2/sec]

DX

Excitons’ diffusion coefficient [m2/sec]

E

Electric field [V/m]

E anode

Fermi energy level of the device at the anode (hole collecting electrode)
[eV]

E cathode

Fermi energy level of the device at the cathode (electrons collecting
electrode) [eV]

FF

Fill factor [%]

G

Free charge carriers generation rate [#/m3/sec]

g

Excitons generation rate [#/m3/sec]

h

Discrete spatial step[nm]

I0

light intensity hitting the sample
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Symbol

Description

J max

Electrical current density flowing through a solar cell at maximumpower conditions [Amp/cm2]

Jn

Electrons’ current density [Amp/cm2]

Jp

Holes’ current density [Amp/cm2]

J SC

Electrical current density flowing through a solar cell at short circuit
conditions [Amp/cm2]

n

Free electrons density [m-3]

NA

Positive-charged dopants (electrons donators) density [m-3]

ND

Negatively-charged dopants (holes donators) density [m-3]

N DOS

Effective density of states at the LUMO/HOMO levels [m-3]

ni

Free electrons’ intrinsic density (thermodyna0mic density) [m-3]

Nt

Traps states (localized states) density [1/m3]

nt

Trapped electrons density [m-3]

p

Free holes density [m-3]

pi

Free holes’ intrinsic density (thermodyna0mic density) [m-3]

Pin

Incident light hitting a solar cell [W/cm2]

pt

Trapped holes density [m-3]

q

Elementary charge units [C]

R

Recombination rage [#/m3/sec]

RL

Langevin’s recombination rate [#/m3/sec]

R SRH

Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination rate [#/m3/sec]

V max

Applied voltage on a solar cell leading to maximum-power conditions
[V]

VOC

Applied voltage on a solar cell leading to open circuit conditions [V]

X
x, y

Excitons density [1/m3]
Spatial coordinates in the sample.
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List of Abbreviations
Abbreviation

Full Words

1D

one dimensional

2D

two dimensional

BC

boundary condition

BGE

band-gap enhanced

BHJ

bulk heterojunction

BL

blocking layer

CdS

cadmium sulfide

CVD

chemical vapor deposition

DCB

Dichlorobenzene

CT

charge transfer

DOS

density of states

EA

electron affinity

EBL

electron blocking layer

EPD

Electrophoretic deposition

FD

Fermi-Dirac

HBL

hole blocking layer

HCl

hydrochloric acid

HOMO

highest occupied molecular orbital

HTL

hole transporting layer

ICT

Integer Charge-Transfer

IF

image force

IP

ionization potential

ITO

indium tin oxide

LUMO

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital

MoO3

molybdenum trioxide

MVD

molecular vapor deposition

NWs

nanowires

OD

optical density

PCE

power conversion efficiency

PDE

partial differential equation
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Abbreviation

Full Words

PR

photoresist

RPM

revolutions per minute

QD

quantum dot

SRH

Shockley-Reed-Hall

SSP

single-source precursor

UPS

ultra-violet photoemission spectroscopy

WF

work function

ZnO

zinc oxide
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Part I: Background and Tools
1. Background
1.1.

Introduction to Photovoltaics

1.1.1. Working principles and characteristics
Organic photovoltaics, the technology to convert sunlight into electricity by
employing thin films of organic semiconductors, has been the subject of active research over
the past 25 years and has received increased interest in recent years by the industrial sector.
This technology has the potential to spawn a new generation of low-cost, solar-powered
products with thin and flexible form factors [1].
In Figure 1 the energy levels under illumination are plotted, both for inorganic (P-N
junction) solar cell, and organic (excitonic) one, in which different materials serve as the
electrons donor and acceptor. In Figure 1a  Fe and  Fh denote the quasi-Fermi levels in the
n-type and p-type semiconductors. The difference between the quasi-Fermi level energies
determines the maximum open-circuit voltage (VOC) under illumination. Absorption of
photons with average photon energy larger than the bandgap on either side of the junction
in the n-type and p-type semiconductors (step 1) is followed by thermalization of the holes
and electrons near the top of the valence and conduction bands, respectively (step 2).
Minority carriers (electrons in the p-type semiconductor; holes in the n-type semiconductor)
diffuse to the junction where they are swept away and accumulate on the other side of the
junction where they become majority carriers (step 3). For the sake of simplicity, these three
steps have been drawn for electrons, but the same applies to holes. Figure 1b presents the
energy level diagram of an organic heterojunction under illumination. IP(D) and EA(A) denote
the ionization potential (HOMO level energy) of the donor molecular layer and the electron
affinity (LUMO level energy) of the acceptor molecular layer, respectively. Absorption of
photons with average photon energy larger than the optical band gap on either side of the
heterojunction (step 1) is followed by thermalization and the formation of excitons (step 2).
Excitons diffuse to the heterojunction (step 3) where they dissociate and transfer an electron
(hole) into the acceptor (donor) layer (step 4). The difference between IP(D) and EA(A)
determines the maximum open circuit voltage (VOC) under illumination. The Δ arrows denote
the energy offsets between the ionization potential values (HOMO energies) and electron
affinities (LUMO energies). Image from the recommended review by Kippelen and Brédas [1]
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Figure 1 – Energy levels for (a) inorganic (P-N) solar cell and (b) organic (excitonic) cell. See terms definition and physical
processes in the text. Image from a recommended review [1]

Typical characterization of solar cells would look as the graph in Figure 2 – a voltage
is applied to the device and the current density is recorded, either without any illumination
of under 1sun standard AM1.5G illumination (see chapter 0 below). Under illumination, the
current density recorded under short circuit (no applied bias) is termed J SC. The applied bias
in which the device reaches open circuit (no current) conditions is termed VOC, and the current
and applied bias enabling the highest power are termed Jmax and Vmax respectively. The filed
factor is defined as:
J max  Vmax

FF [%] 

J SC  VOC

 100

(1.1)

The power conversion efficiency (PCE) is defined as the amount of electrical power
density gained from the device out of the incident power density:


J max  Vmax
Pin

 FF 

J SC  VOC

(1.2)

Pin

Figure 2: typical catheterization of a solar cell, at dark and under illumination. Image from [1]
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1.1.2. Common Structures: Single Layer, Bi-layer and BHJ
A simple, single layer organic photovoltaic cell consists of an active organic
semiconductor sandwiched between two electrodes, one of them transparent in order to
allow light penetration. Such structure is usually inefficient, due to fact that excitons, meaning
an excited electron and its matching hole, are usually bound by a relatively high energy (~0.20.4eV). The dissociation rate in this structure is known to be very low and limits the overall
efficiency. Trying to overcome the disadvantages of a single layer device, other structures
have been demonstrated. Figure 3shows a bi-layer structure where a junction is introduced
in order to create high potential offset where excitons are easily dissociated. Choosing the
two materials such that the electron acceptor has relatively high electron mobility and the
electron donor has high hole mobility, allows to overcome charge transport issues as well.
Moreover, since carriers are confined to only one material charge recombination is reduced.
In the heterojunction structure, pioneered by Hiramoto et al. [2, 3], and demonstrated
in Figure 3b, the two materials are mixed together, increasing the surface area and thus the
rate of exciton dissociation. This structure is common and widely investigated in the field of
organic OPV, with many reviews and discussion devoted to this configuration alone ([4-6] as
arbitrary examples) and publications referring to different aspects such as choice of materials,
morphology, physical processes, modeling and other aspects of such solar cells.

Figure 3: Three structural options for organic solar cells: (a) bi-layer, (b) bulk heterojunction and (c) ordered structure.
Images from [7]

However, some major problems in the BHJ (regarding morphology, processing, and
stability) could be solved if scientists would fabricate solar cells in the ordered structure
demonstrated in Figure 3c. Such structure would enable high surface, low (diffusion) distance
between the exciton creation volume to the interface, and direct paths for each free charge
carrier to its respective electrode.
One possible implementation of such ordered structure would be with ZnO nanowires
(NWs) on the electrons-acceptor side, filled with and absorbing material (either organic or
inorganic) that would serve as the electrons-donor component. Sun spectra and light
harvesting
9

1.1.3. Sun Spectra and Intensity
The solar spectrum is closely approximated as a black body at 5760⁰K. The spectrum
outside the Earth’s atmosphere, marked air-mass 0 (AM0), is plotted in Figure 4 (red), with
the solar irradiance at the Earth's atmosphere being approximately 1.36kW/m2.
Reaching to the ground, the radiation undergoes both overall reductions due to
atmosphere reflection, together with stronger ‘absorption deeps’ at specific wavelengths due
to specific elements. Tables for reference solar spectral irradiances are standardized and
published by NREL institute [8], with the total irradiance at earth is taken to be 1kW/m2 at
AM1.5G. See the blue line in Figure 4 – solar spectral reaching the earth, assuming a 37° tilted
surface.

Figure 4: A 6000⁰K black body, and sun spectrum outside Earth atmosphere (AM0) and at ground, with a 42⁰ tilt
(AM1.5). Absorption spectrum due to specific elements is detailed.

The absorption profile of the sun radiation inside the device may be estimated as a
simple exponential decay, or calculated using a more rigorous electromagnetic analysis,
considering the material’s properties, and using the electromagnetic formalizm[9]. Such
models are cited in the literature [10] and were implemented and used in our laboratory as
well [11].

1.2.

Formulating Semiconductor Devices

1.2.1. Poisson, Drift-Diffusion and Continuity Equations
The famous Poisson equation, named after the French mathematician and physicist
Siméon Denis Poisson (1781 - 1840), describes the electrical field resulted from a given charge
distribution. In the field of semiconductor devices, it is used to reveal the electrical field, ψ,
caused by the distribution of electrical charge in the sample. Charge carriers may include free
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electrons and holes (n and p, respectively), trapped electrons and holes (nt and pt) and
charged ions (NA and ND). In the 2D case the equation is written as:
 2
x

2



 2
y

2



q

 0 r

 n  nt  N A  p  p t  N D 

(1.3)

with q, ε0, and εr being the elementary charge unit, vacuum permittivity and relative
permittivity, respectively. Note that the equation holds in any location inside the sample and
that the material properties might vary between adjacent locations.
The continuity equations relate the change in free charge carriers’ density (n or p) to
the change in electrical current (Jn or Jp) and to the generation-recombination processes:
J n  q 

dn
dt

 q R  G 

(1.4)

dp

 q   R  G 
(1.5)
dt
with Jn (Jp) being the electrical current in the x-direction (perpendicular to the device surface)
for electrons (holes). R and G are recombination and generation rates, respectively. All
dependent variables in the above equations are functions of  x , z 
J p  q 

Solving for the steady state, (1.4) and (1.5) are reduced into:

J n  q   R  G 

(1.6)

J p   q   R  G 

(1.7)

Expressing the current as a balance between drift-diffusion currents yields:

J n  q  n   n  E  q  Dn  n

(1.8)

J p  q  p   p  E  q  D p  p

(1.9)

with µn,p being the mobility of electrons/holes, Dn,p being their diffusion coefficient, and
E    the electric field.

The above set of differential equations is considered a basic set for analyzing
semiconductor devices. Selberherr [12] (p.42) adds also the heat flow equation. One needs
to solve the above set simultaneously in order to find a device’s electrical field and free charge
carrier distribution. The different parameters (relative permittivity, generations,
recombination, mobility and diffusion coefficients), together with physical dimensions and
possibly other properties (DOS, traps, doping) must be either calculated, measured or
estimated by the user. Numerous methods and attitudes exist for the different quantities,
referring to different scenarios and points of view.

1.2.2. Boundary Conditions
To solve a given device, one must know (or calculate) its boundary conditions (BCs) in
advance – fixed values of the electric field and electrons/holes density at the each side of the
11

sample. The electric field at the cathode (left-hand size in Figure 5) commonly serves as the
reference value.

Figure 5: Schematic diagram of a simulated device, with possible applied bias and illumination. The two electrodes are
shows, as well as electrical current direction.

The electric field at the anode (right-hand side) should then equal the build-in
potential of the device minus the external bias applied on it (Figure 6). The reader should not
confuse the last statement (regarding to the potential drop on the active area) with the
potential difference between the electrodes themselves, which must reflect the external
applied voltage. This might be implemented such that the potential of the cathode is set to
match its work function (WF) and the potential of the anode equals that of the cathode plus
the applied bias. Namely, at zero bias it equals that of the cathode and when the applied bias
equals the built-in potential it equals its own WF. If no dipole is allowed, the two definitions
are identical.
(a)

(b)

Energy levels Example:
Single layer device

(c)
No applied voltage

Applying V a<V bi
V = V bi

LUMO

HOMO

Location [nm ]

Energy [eV]

Vb i

Energy [eV]

Energy [eV]

EF

V =
V b i -V a

LUMO

LUMO
EF

HOMO

EF

HOMO

Location [nm ]

Location [nm ]

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of the energy levels of a single-layer device. (a) Before the electrodes are brought into
contact. (b) With no applied bias. If dipoles aren’t allowed, the voltage drop on the layer equals Vbi, the difference
between the electrodes’ WF. (c) With additional Vapp<Vbi – the voltage drop on the layer is reduced by Vapp.

As we are solving for a steady state, the charge carrier density at each side must fulfill
Fermi-Dirac (or, alternatively, the more commonly used Boltzmann) statistics:
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 ncathode  N DOS



 nanode  N DOS




 LUMO  E cathode 
 exp 
  1 
kT q






 pcathode  N DOS



 p anode  N DOS




 E cathode  HOMO 
 exp 
  1 
kT q





(1.10)



 LUMO  E anode 
 exp 
  1 
kT q





(1.11)



 E anode  HOMO 
 exp 
  1 
kT q





With Ecathode  Eanode  being the Fermi energy level of the device at the contact, LUMO
and HOMO being energy levels of the device near the electrodes, and

N DOS

the effective

density of states at those energy levels. The Fermi levels might be set (1) at exactly the work
functions of the metals at each contact, if one assumes that the electrodes ‘force’ their level
on the semiconductor layers, or (2) located at a specific gap from the LUMO/HOMO levels,
simulating a pinning behavior which is very common in organic devices [10, 13, 14]. In the
current work we did not allow dipoles, and thus the Fermi level in the semiconductor next to
each electrode equals the Fermi level (or work function) of the electrode itself.
BCs at the perpendicular axis (top-bottom in Figure 5) are assumed to be cyclic.

1.2.3. Charge Generation – Light Absorption and Exciton Dissociation
In the field of organic semiconductors, free charge carriers generation is divided into
two steps – light absorption, leading to exciton generation, and excitons dissociation, i.e.
separation between the bounded charge carriers in the sample. The absorption profile in the
sample may be calculated using a simple exponential decay:
A( x , y ,  )  I 0   x       e

      x  x0 

(1.12)

with A( x,  ) being the absorption rate at specific location x and wavelength  , I 0 the
light intensity hitting the sample, usually taken as the standard AM1.5G (chapter 1.1.3 0),  x
an interval along the x-axis, and     the material’s absorption coefficient. One may also
use more complex and accurate models, such as the matrix formalism ([9], [10], [11]). In any
method chosen, an absorption profile A( x, y ) should be generated, in units of #of absorbed
photons per time unit and volume unit in the sample. Each absorbed photon excites one
electron in the sample.
In organic and other non-crystalline materials with low permittivity, the excited
electrons tend to stay localized, i.e. bounded to their original molecule/polymeric chain,
forming neutral “particles” termed excitons. The excitons must then dissociate into separate
electron and hole.
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One may we assume a heterojunction material, i.e. a medium in which dissociation
occurs everywhere with constant probability
G  x , y   c  A( x , y )

(1.13)

with G being the charge carrier generation rate, and c being a number in the range [0-1].
However, in many realistic thin-film devices, dissociation occurs only at the interfaces
between materials, or at spatially defined areas. Thus, we account for the exciton’s diffusion
dynamics and must first express the rate equation for those neutral excitons, similar to [15,
16]. In the 2D case, we phrase:
dX
dt



 2 X 2 X 
 DX 

 g
2
1
y 2 
 x
X

(1.14)

where X is the exciton density at location ( x, y ) ,  1 is the exciton lifetime,

DX

is diffusion

constant for excitons, and g is the exciton generation rate, i.e. light absorption, at location
( x, y ) .
Solving for steady state, the temporal temp equals zero:


 2 X 2 X 
 DX 

 g  0
2
1
y 2 
 x
X

(1.15)

Tzabari at al. and Shekhar et al. [11, 17, 18] add also exciton-polaron annihilation to
their model. Adding such process requires an addition term in equation (1.14), and would
couple it to all device’s equations detailed in 1.2.1. Tress [19] refers to this complexity, and
neglects exciton-charge carrier interactions for standard illumination.
Solving equation (1.15) requires boundary conditions. It is common to use X  0
outside the specified area, meaning that exciton current outward is unlimited, but no inward
current is possible. This is a mathematical description of the annihilation process in which
exciton that reach the interface between adjacent layers may either dissociate into free
carriers, or (undesirably) decay to the ground state. In this we neglect the finite lifetime of
excitonic species at the interface (excitons or CT excitons).
After solving equation (1.15) and finding X  x , y  - the exciton distribution in the
modeled device (see 2.1.3 for solution details) - the exciton current density is given by:
J ex   D X

with

J ex

X
x

  DX

X

(1.16)

x

being the number of excitons/sec/area. To find the photo-generation rate in

#/sec/volume one must multiply the equation by 1  x leading, finally, to the term estimating
the generation rate of free charge carriers, which is:
G   DX

X

(1.17)

x 2
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where G is the photo-generation rate, X the exciton density at distance  x from the
interface, and  a number in the range [0-1] – the chance that an exciton reaching the
interface would indeed dissociate and won’t decay.

1.2.4. Recombination
Several recombination mechanisms are reported in the field of organic / amorphous
semiconductors. We’ll describe here the common ones, often used in device modelling.
Choosing the ‘correct’, or more dominant one, is still under discussion. Tzabari et al [17]
showed that both SRH and bimolecular recombination co-exist in P3HT:ICBA and P3HT:PCBM
solar cells, with the first one being dominant in the low-densities regime, while Tessler [14]
modeled similar measurements with SRH mechanism alone.
Note that in this work we use the term ‘recombination’ for the process in which free
electrons combine with free holes and collide into a neutral non-excited state, a.k.a.
nongeminate recombination. The decay of excitons into their ground states, termed
geminate recombination, affects the generation process, and is thus included, inexplicitly, in
chapter 1.2.1, starting from equation (1.14).
1.2.4.1.

Bimolecular/Direct Recombination (Langevin-type)

Langevin’s model is drift-diffusion model where the driving force of opposite charge
to reach each other is the coulomb field (coulomb attraction). In its simplest form it assumes
that the charges are uniformly distributed in a uniform media and that two charges annihilate
infinitely fast. Under these assumptions, the recombination rate is the drift velocity at which
the charges would attract each other times the probability to find electrons and holes:
RL 

q

 0 r



n

 p n p

(1.18)

To account for the fact that the steady state charge density is a balance between
recombination and dissociation the above rate is corrected to reflect that the densities are
drawn towards their thermodynamic densities  ni  with that the rate is written as:





(1.19)

 p 

(1.20)

R   L n  p  ni2

with  L being:

L 

q

 0 r



n

While Langevin formalism was found to be very effective in the context of organic
light emitting diodes [20], there have been reports that even for a single material the
predicted rate may be overestimated, which have led to several studies pointing towards
disorder as a possible cause [21-23]. The above was also found for BHJ solar cells where the
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recombination rates were reported to be few orders of magnitude below the theoretical
value [24-26].
In the literature, this discrepancy is often corrected heuristically ([19], for example),
by adding a pre-factor as a fitting parameter to the model, and is justified by the
recombination taking place at the interfaces of the bulk heterojunction layer, and thus the
theory describing an homogeneous medium is inaccurate. Using this approach K Lang was
found to be highly related to the device’s morphology:

 L  K Lang    n   p 

(1.21)

Koster et al. [24] suggested that one may use min   n ,  p  instead of summing the
two, thus achieving good fit to experimental results of bulk heterojunction solar cells:

L 

q

 0 r

 min   n ,  p 

(1.22)

Preezant et al. [22] have reexamined the assumption of the Langevin process in the
context of BHJ considering that the final recombination step is not infinitely fast. Tzabari et
al. [18] argued that since the recombination at the interface occurs through CT excitons the
recombination is better described using the SRH model and that accounting for the diffusionlimited capture could be done by letting the capture rate be Langevin one. Ostroverkhova, in
her lately-published review [27], cites other proposals for dealing with the overestimation of
the Langevin theory as compared to experimentally measurements
1.2.4.2.

Bimolecular Recombination at Layers’ Interface

When referring to devices in which electrons and holes are spatially separated (either
bi-layer devices, or observing the phase-separation of bulk heterojunction ones), the
(dominate) recombination takes place at the interface between the so called ‘n-type’ and ‘ptype’ layers (a.k.a. electron-acceptor and electron-donor, or just acceptor and donor). In such
analysis the interface recombination might have significant effect of the device’s
performance, and should be treated carefully. Applying equation (1.19) is not trivial, as ni is
not well defined at the interface. One possible modification would be



Rinterface  K interface n A  niA

 p

D

 piD



(1.23)

where the upper indexes A and D refer to the electron-acceptor and electron-donor layers,
respectively, and the charge densities n A and

pD

are taken just next to the interface. K interface

would be a fitting parameter.
Tress [19] uses a different point of view, referring to recombination at the interface
as ‘recombination via charge transport (CT) states’ and define rate equations that couple
excitons and populated CT states together with free charge carriers near the interface.
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Tzabari et al. [18] associated SRH recombination (see next paragraph) with formation of CT
states at the donor−acceptor interface.
1.2.4.3.

Trap Assisted/Indirect Recombination (SRH)

A second common mechanism, originally defined for crystalline semiconductors’
physics, is the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) type [14, 17, 18, 28], in which recombination is
carried out via trap states. The recombination rate is given by:
RSRH 



C n N t n  p  ni2



  Et 

 kT 

(1.24)

 n  p   2 ni  cosh 

with  E t being the trap position relative to the middle of the gap, n i the intrinsic
charge density (i.e., due to the thermal excitation in the dark), C n the traps capture cross
section, N t the traps density, k Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature.
1.2.4.4.

Other Recombination Processes

Other recombination mechanisms are reported and modeled in the literature. Among
them exciton-polaron annihilation [18] and geminate recombination (the recombination of
an electron with a hole resulting from one photoexcitation) [19].

1.2.5. Femi-Level Pinning
An excellent and comprehensive review of the basic concepts of energy-level
alignment at organic/metal and organic/organic interfaces can be found in Ref. by [29] Ishii
et al. while Braun et al. [30] summarize existing models of organic/metal and organic/organic
interfaces. They point out the complexity of the interface formation, and the different models
that would fit different interface types and interaction strengths.
When the interaction between an organic material and its nearby contact is strong
enough such that charge carriers may transfer between the two components, Fermi-level
pinning might occur. This phenomenon, sometimes described as part of the Integer ChargeTransfer (ICT) model [30], refers to the situation graphically presented in Figure 7. In Figure
7a - the work function of the metal layer lies below the HOMO level of the organic layer.
Upon contact, electrons start crossing from the organic layer, until the Fermi levels would
equal. As there are only few energetic states in the polymer’s forbidden gap (compared to
the huge density of states in the metal) the organic’s Fermi level quickly shifts toward its
HOMO, while we observe no change in the metal’s levels. However, this Fermi-level shift
couldn’t continue below (above) the material’s HOMO level, as this would require the density
of holes to become too high. As a result, the Fermi level of the junction (or the whole device,
in case of equilibrium) will be pinned at the molecular orbital. To be more accurate, the Fermilevel would usually be pinned at some energetic level close, but not equal, to the HOMO level,
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marked as EICT+ Figure 7a. In Figure 7c the opposite situation is plotted – where the metal’s
work function lies above the organic’s LUMO level, electrons cross into the organic layer, and
the Fermi level is pinned at the LUMO, or slightly below it, in an energy level marked E ICT-.
Note that when Fermi-level pinning occurs, the resulted Fermi-level near the contact
is independent of the metal’s original work function. This is not the situation if, for example,
the metal’s work function was originally located within the organic’s forbidden gap, as shown
in Figure 7b – here the metal’s work function lies within the organic’s forbidden gap and the
Fermi level is forced to this level.
Braun et al. [30] have measured several metals and other conducting materials with
work functions ranging from 3.5eV to 6.0eV. Semiconducting organic layers were deposited
on top of the conducting substrate and the energy levels were measured using USP. EICT+ was
found to lay 0.5-0.8eV above (closer to vacuum) than the organic’s IP (HOMO-edge position)
and EICT- 0.3-0.5eV below the EA. Tang et al. [31] found Fermi-level pinning in organic/organic
interfaces, under the appropriate conditions.

Figure 7: Schematic diagram of the Fermi-level pinning. Such pinning could occur (a) near the HOMO level, when
electrons move from the organic layer to the metal, or (c) near the LUMO level, when electrons move into the organic
layer. See text for more details about each step drawn. If the metal’s work function lies within the organic layer’s gap,
as in (b), a vacuum level alignment is expected without Fermi level pinning. Image from [30].

Looking deeper into this phenomenon, we wish to explain the energy gap ΔE between
the pinning level (EICT+/EICT-) and the HOMO/LUMO location. There are two common
explanations: Per the first one, high density of localized states (sometimes considered ‘traps’
or just ‘interface states’) at a specific energy level trap the charge carriers (both spatially and
energetically) and lead to this Fermi-level ‘locking’.
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The second assumption, relevant for ideal structure without traps or other
discontinuities, is related to the ‘image force’ calculation (a.k.a. mirror charge or image
potential [32]) – see below.

1.2.6. Image Force
“Image force” (a.k.a. “mirror image” or "image charge potential") refers to the
electrical potential implied, on charge carriers in the organic material, by theoretical charges
located behind the metal electrode, as if behind a mirror. This point of view helps calculating
the effect of the metal (a grounded medium) on the charges in the organic layer, and gives a
quantitatively description of injection barrier lowering at metal-organic interfaces [33-35].
Kleefstra et al. analyzed the influence of image force on the band gap in MIS structures [36].
The metal is modeled as an infinite grounded (V=0) conducting plane, which apply
some electric field on a -q charge point located at distance x from the plane. According to the
uniqueness theorem, one may replace the plane with a single positive q charge, located at
distance –x from the original plane (as this replacement does not affect the electric potential
on the plane itself), as schematically shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: (a) The physical picture of a single negative charge at distance x from a metal contact, and (b) its analogous
scheme, used for calculating the electric potential in the semiconductor volume.

The force interacting between the two charges q and –q, located 2x one from the
other, is given by Coulomb law:
F  x  

q2
4 semi  0  2 x 

(1.25)

2

And the electric potential at the original charge’s location is:
U  x 

1

x

  F  x dx 

q

q
16 semi  0

x

1

x



2

dx  

q
16 semi  0 x

(1.26)

Equation (1.26) leads to band bending of the energy level (LUMO/HOMO), as plotted
in Figure 9a. The overall potential falls on the organic layer is thus superposition of the builtin potential, any external bias applied, and the calculated image force, as shown in Figure 9b.
The resulted band bending has two practical meanings:
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A. When the metal’s Fermi level lies well below (above) the LUMO (HOMO) level – the
energy barrier for charge carriers is reduced, as graphically shown in Figure 9b.
B. When the metal’s Fermi level lies above (below), or very close to, the LUMO
(HOMO) - equation (1.26) will define the pinning location: the gap between EICT+/EICT- and the
HOMO/LUMO in Figure 7. EICT+/EICT- will be at least

q
16 0 x

electronvolts from the (far

away) band, with  x being a minimal distance chosen according to the interface nature
(typical value 0.5nm).
02

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: (a) Band bending due to image force (mirror image) – a graphical demonstration of equation (1.26). (b) Electric
potential as superposition of external bias / built-in potential and the image potential. The barrier for charge injection is
reduced.

In the general case, with the contact being a dielectric material with relative
permittivity  contact (Figure 10a) the treatment is slightly different. Here we will use two
different schemes, each for evaluating the electric field on the other half of the volume ([37]
page 111).
At the interface, the parallel component of the electric field, 𝐸∥ , and the perpendicular
component of the electric displacement field, 𝐷⊥ , are continues at any interface (in the
absence of charges). We thus wish to find the required components and apply those
boundary (continuity) conditions in order to find the effect of the dielectric material on the
investigated semiconductor.
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Figure 10: (a) The physical picture of a single negative charge at distance x from a dielectric contact, (b) the scheme used
for evaluating the electric field in the semiconductor volume, and (c) the scheme used for evaluating the field in the
contact. The actual electric field is found by applying boundary (continuity) conditions at any point y on the interface.

Figure 10b shows the mirror image used for evaluating the electric field in the
semiconductor volume. It is similar to the one in Figure 8b, only that the mirror charge is
unknown, and will be marked as q ' . In Figure 10c only one charge point is located at the righthand size, marked as q '' . This picture is used for evaluating the field inside the electrode.
The perpendicular electric field and electric displacement field in location y on the
interface, arriving from the right-hand side of the volume, are:
D , right  y  




q

4 x  y
2

2



x



x y
2

2





q'

4 x  y
2

2





x
x  y2
2

(1.27)

 q ' q  x



4 x 2  y 2

E , right  y  





3 2

 q ' q  y



4 semi  0 x 2  y 2



(1.28)

3 2

and the matching components, calculated for the left-hand side of the interface, according to
the scheme in Figure 10c, are:
q '' x

D ,left  y  
E ,left  y  



4 x 2  y 2



(1.29)

3 2

q '' y



4 semi  0 x 2  y 2



(1.30)

3 2

where we have used
cos  

x
x y
2

2

; sin  

y

(1.31)

x  y2
2

Continuity of 𝐷⊥ (equations (1.27) and (1.29)) yields:
q ''  q ' q

(1.32)
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And from the continuity of 𝐸∥ (equations (1.28) and (1.30)) one finds that:

  semi
q '  contact
q
 contact   semi

(1.33)

Which directly leads to the requested results: the electric potential at the right-hand
side of the interface due to the existence of two different dielectric mediums would be:

  semi
q
U  x    contact
(1.34)
 contact   semi 16 semi  0 x

1.3.

NWs-Based Solar Cells

1.3.1. ZnO NWs as the Electron Acceptor Layer
In the context of solar cells fabrication, zinc oxide (ZnO) is used in variety of forms and
deposition methods [38-40]. Here, we refer to the ZnO as the electron acceptor – i.e. photons
are being absorbed in the absorbing layer, and the resulted excitons must reach the ZnOinterface in order to dissociate and contribute to the photocurrent [41] (Note the usage of
the ‘donor’ and ‘acceptor’ terms in the context of excitonic PV devices [1]). Specifically, we
are interested in the nanowires (NWs) structure, which has the advantage of high surface and
high absorption volume located close-enough to the interface (see 1.1.2).
ZnO is a stable II-VI compound (chemically and environmentally), with many different
deposition methods and possible structures. Its atomic bonds are intermediate between ionic
and covalent character, and the material may appear in several crystal structures [42].
From the point of view of PV devices –the material’s high electron mobility together
with high electron affinity (Table 1) makes it a promising candidate for the acceptor and
electrons transporting layer. Briscoe and Dunn [43] describe ZnO nanorods as an alternative
to porous TiO2 with either CdTe, CdS or In2S3 absorbers. They cite various configurations
achieving power conversion efficiencies in the range 0.9-3.4%. They also mention that ZnO
nanorods, unlike a TiO2 porous layer, provide a direct conduction path to the back contact.
The following table, besides giving a rough idea of the material’s properties, also
demonstrates the variance exist the literature, due to the different deposition processes and
treatments:
Table 1: ZnO electrical and optical properties – relevant to its usage as the ‘acceptor’ component.

Property
Electron
affinity

Values

Comments

Ec = -4.2eV[44] to -3.6eV [45]
Usually n-type, thus EF ≈ Ec

Various values in the literature.
Energy level may shift due to
surface modifiers. For example:
[46].
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Property
Band gap,
absorption
Resistivity of
bulk material

Resistivity of
NWs

Values

Comments

Direct band gap
Egap=3.2eV (for example: [44])
 Absorbs at λ < ~370nm.
Karaagac et al.[47]: ρ = 1.6∙105 Ωcm
for undoped ZnO thin film
deposited using sol–gel process at
ambient condition.

Law et al[49]: measured resistivity
values (for individual nanorwire)
ranged from 0.3 to 2.0 Ωcm, and
mobility or 1-5 cm2V-1s-1.
Briscoe et al[43]: "ZnO nanorods …
have high electron mobility of 200
cm2V-1s-1"

Different values in the literature
for different deposition methods:
ρ = 0.09 Ωcm and μ = 34 cm2V-1s-1
for intrinsic 1µm layer, grown
using hybrid beam
deposition[48].
When ZnO NWs were prepared in
electrodeposition[50], calculation
led to n=1020cm-3 and μ=23 cm2V1 -1
s (ρ=3·10-4 Ωcm)

Figure 11: Two (arbitrary) examples of published ZnO structures. (a) nanorods [43], (b) nanobelts [51]

1.3.2. Organic Materials as the Absorber / Electron Donor Layer
Organic semiconductors, either small molecules or conjugated polymers, have been
intensively investigated for over three decades, with the first working devices published
already in the 80's[52, 53]. Hybrid Inorganic/polymer solar cells are promising candidates for
fabricating low cost solar cells, with several reviews that were already published examining
this emerging field [41, 54, 55]. However, efficiencies are still lower than what is required for
commercial applications. To further improve device performance, several challenges need to
be considered including morphology control, polymer and inorganic material engineering,
and donor–acceptor interface modification.
P3HT, which is widely used in the field of organic PV as an absorbing material and
electrons donor, has been used in ZnO/P3HT solar cells, either as NWs structure [56-58],
Blends of ZnO nanoparticles and P3HT [41, 59] or infiltration of ZnO inside P3HT matrices
using a typical ALD process [60]. However, as far as we are aware of, the efficiency did not
pass 1.5% [49], and is way below 1% in most of the published papers.
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Table 2: Several properties of P3HT - Poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) – relevant for its usage as absorber material and
electrons-donor in ZnO/P3HT solar cells.

Parameter

Value

HOMO/LUMO Energy levels

5.1 / 3.0 eV [54]

µh - holes mobility (cm2/V/s)

10-4-10-1 [54]

Molar weight (MW) (g/mol)

50-70K [61]

Peak absorption wavelength (nm)

525

Absorbance coefficient (1/cm)

4∙104 [62]-1.5∙105 [63] (peak)

Figure 12: Chemical structure of P3HT - Poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl)

A second material that was examined is PCDTBT, with the full name being poly[[9-(1octylnonyl)-9H-carbazole-2,7-diyl]-2,5-thiophenediyl-2,1,3-benzothiadiazole-4,7-diyl-2,5thiophenediyl]. This conjugated polymer is among the most efficient, stable and low-cost
materials for BHJ solar cells ([55, 64, 65] and many others), with LUMO level closer to the
ZnO’s conduction band.
Table 3: Several properties of PCDTBT

Parameter

Value

HOMO/LUMO Energy levels

5.5 / 3.6 eV [65]

µh - holes mobility (cm2/V/s)

0.02-0.04 [64]

Molar weight (MW) (g/mol)

~100K

Peak absorption wavelength (nm)

Two peaks: 340 and 595

Absorbance coefficient (1/cm)

>5∙105 [65]
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Figure 13: Chemical structure of PCDTBT

Figure 14: EQE and absorption measurements for a solar cell with PCDTBT as the absorber (and donor) material. J-V
plotted in Figure 56 (red line).

1.3.3. Inorganic Materials as the Absorber / Electron Donor.
Cadmium sulfide (CdS) is used in the PV fabrication process both commercially and at
research laboratories. In CdTe-based thin-film cells the n-type CdS serves as the acceptor and
as a window layer, forming a heterojunction with the p-type CdTe. CIGS (copper indium
gallium (di)selenide) solar cells typically contain a CdS window layer as well.
A less common usage of CdS is as the donor (and absorber) layer. Attempts to
fabricate ZnO(NWs)\CdS solar cell have been published, using low-temperature synthesis
methods, [66, 67] with power conversion efficiencies in the range of 0.3-1.6%. The published
structures contain an electrolyte, and are similar to DSSCs with the CdS being the absorber
("dye") material. Note that in those mentioned works, CdS nanocrystals were deposited onto
the surface of ZnO nanorods using a constant current electrodeposition - a different method
than the one currently implemented in our project.
Xu et al. [68] found that a CdS shell on a ZnO core increased the exciton lifetime to
more than 100 times that of the core ZnO QD, noting that this combination might be
beneficial for photovoltaics. We are not familiar with any reported solid-state solar cell based
on the ZnO\CdS as the acceptor\donor.
Other materials might also serve as an inorganic donor layer, among them cadmium
telluride (CdTe), which is commercially used as an absorber in PV cells. Burst et al. [69] have
demonstrated CdTe solar cells with open-circuit voltage breaking the 1 V barrier, and
efficiency of 13-15%. Note that the band gap of CdTe (1.05V according to [70]) is almost
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optimal for a PV cell containing a single absorbing layer. However, CdTe has two major
drawbacks - its toxicity, and the fact that tellurium is a rare element.
A third material that might be used is cuprous oxide (Cu2O) an inexpensive and
environmentally friendly metal-oxide. ZnO/Cu2O has been demonstrated in a solid-state solar
cell without additional layers [71-73] achieving a PCE below 1%. Bi-layer devices of ZnO/Cu2O
were demonstrated with PCE of 2% [74].

2. The Simulation Tool
Modeling and simulation provides an alternative, effective, and economical way to
optimize the design of semiconductor devices in general, and of polymeric solar cells
specifically. A reliable simulation decreases the amount of trial-and-error experiments
requires, and serves as guiding tool for improving devices’ performance.
In this work, we have implemented a numerical calculation that solves simultaneously
for the internal electric field and the charge carriers distribution in a given device structure
and a given set of physical processes. ‘Device structure’ refers to the materials and layers,
interfaces and structural features, together with boundary conditions (BC) set by the contacts
on both ends. The physical processes, formulated in chapter 1.2, include photo-generation
and recombination, dopants, traps and image force implementation.
The model relates the potential distribution inside the device,   x, z  , to the free
electrons and holes distribution, n  x , z  and p  x, z  via Poisson equation (1.3), the
continuity equations (1.6) and (1.7), and the drift-diffusion current expressions in (1.8) and
(1.9).
The code is implemented in MATLAB®, following the Scharfetter & Gummel
approximation[12, 75]. A description of the method, in similar configuration and under similar
assumptions can be found in Ben-Sasson thesis[76] as well. His implementation served as a
starting point for this current work, and is highly appreciated. Other descriptions of the
algorithm, in different levels of clarity and detailing, may be found in variant papers [7, 32].
The following chapter contains the implementation details together with different aspects
and comments regarding the calculation.

2.1.

The Basic 2D model

The solution procedure described here is attributed to Scharfetter & Gummel[75]. The
procedures detailed in the following subchapters 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 are combined together to
form the basic algorithm detailed in 2.1.3. Model expansions are described in the following
subchapters. The flow charts in 2.4 summarize the different calculations and aspects.
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2.1.1. Solving Poisson Equation
We first discuss the numerical solution of Poisson equation (1.3), where we wish to
find  , the electrical potential in the sample, under the assumption that charge distribution
(free charge carriers, trapped charges and ions) is known throughout the simulated device.
Discretization of the spatial coordinates x and y leads to the following form of the
equation for  at each location i, j :
 2 i , j
x

2



 2 i , j
y

2



q

 0

n

i, j

 nt i , j  N Ai , j  pi , j  pti , j  N Di , j 

(2.1)

with i being the index along the x-axis, and j along the y-axis.
Applying discretization for the derivative as well (appendix 7.3), in preparation for a
numerical calculation, yields:
1
h2



i 1, j

q

 0

  i 1, j   i , j 1   i , j 1  4 i , j  

n

i, j

(2.2)

 nt i , j  N Ai , j  pi , j  pti , j  N Di , j 

where we have used the central differences method for re-phrasing the derivatives – see
equations (7.1) and (7.2) in the appendix. Re-organizing the terms, after [76], gives:



i 1, j

  i 1, j   i , j 1   i , j 1  4 i , j  

q

 0

(2.3)

h 2  ni , j  nt i , j  N Ai , j  pi , j  pti , j  N Di , j 

One should keep in mind that phrase (2.3) represents
must be solved simultaneously, with
direction, and
a matrix form:

Nz

Nx

Nx  Nz

coupled equations that

being the number of discrete points along the x-

along the z-direction. We now wish to write all those coupled equations in

A  b
b

q

 0



h 2 n  nt  N A  p  p t  N D



(2.4)

that would enable the usage of MATLAB’s tools for solving, such as the mldivide() function or
the “\” operator [77], such that
  A\b

(2.5)

in similarity to Ax=b in scalars.
We hereby follow the implementations of Ben-Sasson [76]. First, the 2D mesh is
reshaped into a 1D (vector) from. If, for example, L x equals 20 and L y equals 100, there will
be 2,000 discrete points in the simulated device, 2,000 elements in each of the 1D vectors b
and  , and 2,0002=4∙106 elements in the 2D matrix A.
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2D grid – device structure
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Figure 15: Reshaping the 2D mesh grid into the 1D Ψ vector, image after [76].

The matrix A should correspond to the variable's location in the vector b. Line number
k should represent the k'th equation. Equation (2.6) transforms equation (2.3) to the matrix
form, with the i, j element now located at position i  Lx  j in the vector. As already
mentioned, the  elements are the unknown variables, while the rest of the parameters
must be specific numbers.  r , the relative permittivity, might have different values in
different locations.






 


 

 q 2  1 
A
(2.6)
   h     n  nt  N A  p  p t  N D 
0


  


 
The matrix A, which is independent of the different variables, may be calculated once.


 



The central diagonal of the matrix would have a constant value of -4. The  1 diagonals,
representing adjacent positions in the x-axis, would have the value of 1 (except for neighbors
of  1, j and  L

x

,j

that require special treatment, due to the cyclic BCs). The  Lx diagonals,

referring to adjacent positions along the z-axis, would also be populated with 1’s. See [76] for
more details regarding constructing this matrix.
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(2.7)

The right hand side equation (2.6) - the vector b - must be re-calculated at each
iteration, as it depends on n , p , nt and p t , which change during the solution procedure. Its
elements, according to equation (2.6), would be:
q
bk 
h 2  ni , j  nt , i , j  N A , i , j  p i , j  p t , i , j  N D , i , j 
 0 i , j

(2.8)

with k  i  Lx  j
where the indexes i, j refer to the location at the device’s structure (Figure 15).
To be more accurate, the (discrete) locations near the device’s edges, i.e. closest to
the (simulated) metal contacts, must have pre-defined values of  , n and p . That means that
the
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, p Lx , Ly are constant throughout

the calculation procedure. (See the indexes in Figure 15.) In the above example, with Lx  20
and L y  100 , there are, indeed, 2,000 discrete points in the simulated device, but we are
looking for solution for only 1,960 of them. The outer 40 (20 next to each electrode) have
constant, pre-defined values according to the boundary conditions detailed in chapter 1.2.2.
When solving a linear set of equations in the form Ax  b , those boundary values must be
taken into account when creating the vector b . The elements in b , referring to indexes
i  1 Lx ; j  2 in the device, should be corrected as follows:
bLx 1...2 Lx 

q

 0 1... L ,2





h 2 n1... Lx ,2  n1... Lx ,2  N A ,1... Lx ,2  p1... Lx ,2  p1... Lx ,2  N D ,1... Lx ,2   1... Lx ,1

x
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(2.9)

with  1... L ,1 being the constant boundary conditions. A similar expression will be used
x

for the elements referring to i  1

L x ; j  L y  1 . The user is referred to text books dealing

with numerical methods for solving equations with boundary conditions, such as [78].
In the simulation tool, this calculation was implemented in the following files:
Poisson_matrices_build3 - creating and populating the matrix A for solving Poisson
equation, given the device’s dimensions and calculation resolution. This function is executed
once.
mix_2d_Poisson2sparse_3 - solving for ψ – given the pre-calculated matrix A and current
values for free carriers n and p, trapped charges nt and pt, dopants and material properties.
This function is executed in each iteration until convergence.
Note that in the code the two axes are termed “x” and “z” and not “x” and “y” and in the
above description.

2.1.2. Solving the Drift-Diffusion-Continues Equations
We now move on to solving the drift-diffusion-continues equations. We aim at
substituting (1.8) and (1.9) in (1.6) and (1.7) such that J n and J p will be cancelled. We first
rewrite (1.6) and (1.7) their discrete form, using a step size of h 2 (appendix 7.3):
J n ;i 1 2, j  J n ;i 1 2, j
h

J p ;i 1 2, j  J p ;i 1 2, j
h





J n ;i , j 1 2  J n ;i , j 1 2
h

J p ;i , j 1 2  J p ;i , j 1 2
h
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(2.10)
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(2.11)



We then need to rephrase equations (1.8) and (1.9) such that J n ;i 1 2, j ; J n ;i 1 2, j ; J n ;i , j 1 2
and J n ;i , j 1 2 would be expressed as functions of the discretized ni , j and p i , j . We assume a
non-degenerate situation, in which classical Einstein-relation
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holds. Under this

assumption, a mathematical manipulation (detailed in appendix 7.4) will lead to the following
expressions for the electrons’ current:
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and to equivalent expressions for the holes’ current:
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, which is related to Bernoulli

Numbers[79], are used for clarity.
Substituting (2.12)-(2.15) in (2.10) and substituting (2.16)-(2.19) in (2.11) gives
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Equations (2.20) and (2.21) fulfill our initial demand, as

Jn

and J p were eliminated.

If the electrical potential  is known (or, somehow, estimated) than those are two linear
equations with their dependent variables being subsets of  ni , j  and  pi , j  . We can now build
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an iterative procedure in which solving  i , j  based on assumed  ni , j  and  pi , j  (using the
procedure in chapter 2.1.1) is followed by the complementary calculation of solving  ni , j  and

 p  based on the previously found  
i, j

i, j

(described hereunder), and so forth, until

convergence.
Solving (2.20) and (2.21) is done (separately for each equation) in similar manners to
solving Poisson equation. The linear form, already presented in (2.20) and (2.21), enables us
the usage of Matlab’s tools for solving sets of equations in the form Ax  b , such as the
‘mldivide’ function [77]. In similarity to the description in chapter 2.1.1, the 2D mesh should
be reshaped into a 1D (vector) from (see Figure 15 and the nearby text).
Unlike in the previous chapter, here the matrix A must be re-calculated in each
iteration, as it depends on the electric potential  i , j  which changes dynamically. The main
steps required for creating the matrix are:
A.

x
y
Calculate the different  ti , j , ti , j  based on the current  i , j  values.

B.

Use the results for finding the B  t  components

C.

Multiply the B’s by pre-factors, and combining them in the correct positions
of the matrix.
If two or more materials are simulated, and a barrier at the energy levels (either LUMO
or HOMO) exists, this barrier must be manually added to the electrical potential prior to
calculating the matrix A. Also, in case of inhomogeneous medium, due to different materials
or other reasons, special care should be taken regarding the diffusion coefficient and other
parameters. Those issues are treated in chapter 2.3 dealing with structural issues.
In the simulation, we do not keep variables for charge densities n and p, but rather
divide them into intrinsic charge densities ni and pi, and modification relative to this intrinsic
level Δn and Δp. The calculation is as described in the above chapter (using ni +Δn instead on
n, and pi +Δp instead on p). This is meaningful when solving a device for one type of charge
carriers, i.e. electrons only. In such calculation Δp is set to 0, and p=pi when solving Poisson
equation.
One last note regarding the solution of equations (2.20) and (2.21): to prevent
divergence of the calculation, one must introduce a damping factor, Q, in the range [0-1]. Let
nnew, n and ncalc be the new, previous and calculated electrons distribution, and pnew, p and
pcalc be the new, previous and calculated holes distribution. The new charge distribution
would be calculated as
nnew  n  1  Q   ncalc  Q

(2.22)

pnew  p  1  Q   pcalc  Q

(2.23)
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Ben-Sasson [76] gives, in his thesis (chapter 3.5.3), a clear explanation about the
algorithm stability and the need in such damping factor Q. He also brings a possible scheme
for changing this factor throughout the calculation. A similar scheme was implemented in the
current tool.
In the current implementation, the solution converges and the calculation ends when
criteria “A” and either “B1” or “B2” in Table 4 are fulfilled 5 times in a row:
Table 4: Convergence criteria.





  ni , j   pi , j     ni , j   pi , j 
i, j
i, j
 i, j
 new  i , j
 old
 conv _ threshold  r


  ni , j   pi , j 
i, j
 i, j
 old

A – charge carriers
density

B1

J new  J _ threshold

B2

 J  new   J old
 J old

B - current

 conv _ threshold  r

With conv_threshold being a convergence threshold (typical value 10-7), J_threshold
being an absolute threshold defining the current as zero (typical: 10 -16 Amp/m2), and r being
the damping factor used in equations (2.22) and (2.23) (typical: in the range 10-8 to 10-4).
Index “new” refers to the last iteration’s result, while “old” refers to the previous one.
Note that the calculation stops when reaching a maximal number of iteration (typical
value: 106), a common practice in numerical calculations, required for preventing an infinite
run.
In our tool, the calculation is implemented in file solve_Bernoulli20.m – a large
function that calculates the matrix and the vectors and uses Matlabs’ mldivide() for solving.
This function is executed in each iteration until convergence (twice if both electrons and holes
are calculated), and it the ‘heaviest’ part of the algorithm, requiring most of the calculation
time. Note that in the code the two axes are termed “x” and “z” and not “x” and “y” and in
the above description.
The file change_evaluation4.m is used while choosing whether to modify the
damping factor r.

2.1.3. Simulation Summary (Basic Model)
In order to arrive at the steady-state solution, the model first computes the internal
potential, using the Poisson equation. In a simple configuration (of single active layer
sandwiched between two electrodes) this potential is used for numerically solving a
discretized form the drift-diffusion-continues equations for finding the free charge carriers
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distribution. The updated charge distribution affects the internal potential via re-calculation
of the Poisson equation, and so on. The procedure repeats itself until convergence.
The chart in Figure 16 graphically presents the basic flow of the simulation tool, together
with the Maltab files implementing the mentioned processes. In the following paragraphs,
more aspects of the simulation are described, and detailed charts are brought in Figure 24 and
Figure 25.
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Figure 16: A chart presenting the basic flow of the simulation tool, together with the Maltab files implementing the
mentioned processes.
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2.2.

Physical Processes

2.2.1. Photo-Generation
2.2.1.1.

Absorption (Exciton Generation)

In the simulation tool, the user may choose between several absorption methods, by
settnig ‘usePhotoGeneration=true’ and setting the value of the variable
‘absorptionModel’ as one of the followings:
‘spectrum’ - The user must supply the material’s absorption spectrum, as OD for
a specific sample, together with the sample’s thickness. The software then loads the spectrum
and converts the data into an absorption coefficient     . It also loads the sun spectrum
(standard AM1.5G from a separate Excel file) such that the light intensity

I0

becomes

wavelength dependent I 0    . It finally evaluates equation (1.12) in each location  x, y  in
the simulated device, for all wavelength values, and generates the absorption profile G  x, y 
in units of #/sec/m3.
‘singleWL’ - Here we simplify the absorption calculation, and assume an
absorption in single wavelength, given by the user (typical value: 600nm) together with the
material’s absorption coefficient (typical: 1/150 nm-1). The software then assumes
illumination intensity of 100mW/cm2, divides this intensity by a single photon’s energy to find
the number of photons hitting the device in each second and cm 2 and executes a calculation
very like equation (1.12). Here as well, the result is an absorption profile G  x, y  in units of
#/sec/m3.
Note that if two or more layers are implemented, the software assumes that the last
(right-hand most, closest to the anode) layer is the absorbing one, and generate the
absorption profile accordingly.
‘load-mat-file’ – This option is useful when the absorption profile is known, for
example if the user calculates it using an appropriate model. The user should supply a *.mat
file containing a variable named exG.
‘Koster’- Here we use the numerical values used by Koster et al. [16] for P3HT
absorbing layer.
After the absorption (exciton generation) profile is known, charge carrier generation
should take place. Two mechanisms are implemented – one for BHJ layer (chapter 2.2.1.2
below) and the second for bilayer devices (2.2.1.3). The variable ‘generationModel’, is a
cell array (in Matlab programming language) with number of elements equal to the number
of simulated layer. Each cell should contain either ‘none’, ‘bulk’ or ‘interface’
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2.2.1.2.

Charge Carriers Generation - BHJ layers.

A bulk heterojunction layer, in the context of the current model, is a medium in which
exciton dissociation accrues everywhere with constant probability. Photo-generation is then
directly proportional to the absorption rate, and equation (1.13) is easily implemented, given
the user’s c-factor in the variable ‘extDissFactorBulk’.
2.2.1.3.

Charge Carriers Generation – bilayer devices.

If, however, we simulate a bilayer device, in which exciton dissociation occurs at the
interface between the two layers, we must first solve the excitons’ diffusion equation (1.15).
The equation’s discrete form (see the derivation rules in appendix 7.3) would be:


X i, j

1

 X i , j 1  2 X i , j  X i , j 1 X i 1, j  2 X i , j  X i 1, j 
 DX 

  gi, j  0
h2
h2



(2.24)

which we re-written as
 1 4 DX 
DX
 
 X i, j  2
2

h
h
 1


X

i , j 1

 X i , j 1  X i 1, j  X i 1, j    g i , j

(2.25)

As before, (2.25) represents L x  L y equations. This is a system of linear equations that
may be written as Ax  b . The solving method is very similar to the one used for Poisson
equation (in 2.1.1), with the matrix A in the form:
1

center
  1 4 Dx 
  2 
h 
  1

A
Dx


h2





 Lx  1  Lx
Dx

Dx

Dx

2

2

h2

h

h

 1 4D 
   2x 
h 
 1

0

Dx
h

(2.26)

2

and the vector b being the exciton generation rate (absorption rate), after being reshaped
into a 1D vector (Figure 15), in negative sign.
The boundary conditions, as mentioned earlier, are X i , j  0 outside the absorbing
area. This fact has few practical meanings: First, no modification is requires in the vector b ,
and the (reshaped) generation rate g may be used as is. Second, when constructing the matrix
A, indexes outside the absorbing area should be zeroed. This causes some lines to be all-zero,
and the matrix to singular. One must reduce the matrix A, and the vector b respectively,
before asking Matlab solve it.
In the implemented tool, we have actually solved a slightly different equation


X

1



X

 2,i , j

 2 X 2 X 
 DX 

 g  0
2
y 2 
 x

(2.27)
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with  2,i , j   1 representing the life time of exciton reaching the interface, and either
dissociate or decay quickly. However, this mechanism hasn’t been used, and all calculations
were performed with  2 set to infinity.
After the exciton distribution X i , j is found, free holes generation can be estimated
according to equation (1.17):
X i, j

G p ,i , j   D X

(2.28)

x 2

where i, j must refer to locations  x from the interface. The distance  x is set by the user,
and is independent of the calculation resolution h , with typical value of 1nm. As the
generation is spatially separated (holes are generated in the donor (absorber), and electrons
in the acceptor material), free electrons generation will have the same values, but will be
located different indexes, just across the interface. Note that the device structure may have
spatial elements, and the interface is not necessarily planar. The photo-generation procedure
may deal with any 2D shapes, as long as the two layers are continuous (see more in chapter
2.3).
Finding the holes and electrons generation rate is done once, in the initializing step of
the simulation, and is implemented in photoGenerationAtInterface5.m

2.2.2. Recombination
Several recombination mechanisms, all detailed in the introduction at chapter 1.2.4,
are implemented in our simulation:
A. Langevin recombination theory, which is widely used in device modelig, for
example by Tzabari et al. [17]:

R  K Lang

q

 0 r



n

  p  n  p  ni2





(2.29)

with K Lang being a factor set by the user.
B. Modified Langevin, in which the minimal value of the carrier mobility is used, as
suggested by Koster et al. [24]:

R

q

 0 r

min   n ,  p  n  p  ni2





(2.30)

C. SRH mechanism, as used, for example, by Tzabari et al. [17] and Tessler [14]:
RSRH 



C n N t n  p  ni2



  Et 

 kT 

(2.31)

 n  p   2 ni  cosh 
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D. And bimolecular recombination at interface between two layers, where excitons’
dissociation takes place:



Rinterface  K interface n A  niA

 p

D

 piD



(2.32)

with K interface being a factor set by the user.
The user needs to choose the mechanism (or mechanisms) he wished to use, in the
variable ‘Rec_type’ (as Matlab’s cell array). For each mechanism - specific parameters are
required, together with defining the layer or layers in which this mechanism should be
applied. For the ‘interface’ recombination the user should point out the donor (p-type) layer.
In each iteration of the algorithm, the software re-calculated the recombination rate
(in #/m3/sec) at each discrete point  xi , y j  in the sample (applying all required mechanism
in the locations defined by the user), and the resulted is used as the recombination rate when
solving Poisson equation.
Recombination is re-calculated every iteration, using the file calcRecombination6.m,
according to the user’s parameters and the current values of n and p.

2.2.3. Traps
Traps, which are localized states located inside the energy gap of the semiconductor,
may yield a considerable amount of immobile charges that affect the electrical field, the
mobile charge distribution and the overall device performance. Traps might exist in the bulk
of any of the device’s layers, and/or at the interface between adjacent materials (a.k.a.
surface states), and may have different distribution profiles.
In the implemented model one must define the traps (localized states) distribution
prior to the calculation. While looking for the steady state solution it is requited to find the
amount of populated states, given those pre-defined properties and a specific n/p
distribution. The calculation should then take the resulted trapped charges into account when
solving the device performance.
We will demonstrate the calculation method using a simplified example: Let us
assume an electron-only device consistent of one homogeneous layer, 100nm thick,
sandwiched between two metal contacts, with single traps-level located 0.4eV below the
layer’s LUMO level, as schematically shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: schematic diagram of an electron-only device, with single layer, 100nm thick, sandwiched between two metal
contacts. Here a single traps level exists - located 0.4eV below the semiconductors’ LUMO

The algorithm would then work as follows: at a certain time during the calculation we
have some electrons distribution  ni  , as in Figure 18a. In every discrete location in the
sample Fermi-Dirac distribution must hold, and thus the free electrons fulfill equation (2.33)
(LUMO and EFn being expressed in eV units), and  E Fn ,i  can be found – Figure 18b.
ni 

ND
 LUMO  E Fn ,i 
exp 
 1
kT
q



(2.33)

The traps should fulfill FD distribution just as well, and equation (2.34) is used for
finding the traps population
nt , i 

Nt
 E t  E Fn ,i
exp 
 kT q


 1


(2.34)

with n t , i being the density of trapped electrons at location i, Nt being the traps density of states
and Et the traps energy level. The result is plotted in Figure 18c.
Both free and trapped charges (Figure 18d) appear in the right-hand side of Poisson
equation (2.1) – so the electric potential  i  can now be updated (Figure 18e). The model
then uses this updated  i  for recalculating  ni  and so forth, until convergence. The
calculation is repeated until convergence. The energy levels of the solution are plotted after
steady state is reached (Figure 18f).
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Figure 18: demonstration of the algorithm for electron-only single layer device with single traps level located 0.4eV
below the LUMO, with no applied bias and without illumination. The calculation steps are: (a) Calculating free electrons
distribution. (b) Finding the location of electrons’ quasi Fermi level. (c) Calculating the amount of trapped charges. (d)
Summing both free and trapped charges. (e) Using Poisson equation for updating the electrical potential. The
calculation is repeated until convergence. (f) Energy levels are plotted after steady state solution is reached.

Note that in the above example we have received flat Fermi level throughout the
device. This was expected, as we have simulated a device with no applied bias and without
illumination. (In fact, this scenario is an important tool for self-checking the implemented
algorithm). Simulating external bias and/or photogeneration would lead to a non-equilibrium
result.
Referring to Figure 17 – although a single E t level is physically inaccurate, it is
sometimes a logical choice, with minimum number of free parameters and a simplified
calculation. In our work described in chapter 4.1, for example, the main goal was to fit
measured J-V characteristics of specific diodes. The traps, in that configuration, could assume
a certain density of states shape, total density, and average energy. For fitting the
experimental J-V these are not three independent parameters and hence, for simplicity, we
assumed a single energy level of traps.
In the general case, however, the traps will have some energetic distribution  t  E 
and equation (2.34) should be replaced by the following expression for calculating the traps
population:
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LUMO

nt ,i 

dE  t  E   f FD  E , E Fn ,i 



(2.35)

HOMO

with f FD  E , E Fn ,i  being the FD distribution at energy E, given a Fermi-level E Fn ,i . The
integration is executed between HOMO and LUMO levels, as we are dealing with localized
states inside the forbidden gap.
In our simulation we have implemented, apart from a single traps-level, also the
following distributions:
Gaussian distribution centered at Et, with standard deviation of σt :
t  E  

  E  E 2
t
exp  
2

2 t
2


Nt

t






(2.36)

Exponential decay from the LUMO into the forbidden gap, with decay constant of
t  E  

1
K B T0 q

  LUMO  E  
exp  

k T0 q
kT0 q


Nt

(2.37)

And a strip of uniform traps density, located between E1 and E 2
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Figure 19: different traps’ distribution that were implemented in our model (in addition to the single energy level shown
in Figure 17): (a) Gaussian distribution; (b) Exponential decay and (c) Uniform distribution.

Similar to the above example, given a known distribution of the free charge carriers,
one may find the energetic location of the Fermi level at each location, i.e.  E Fn ,i  . In the
general case, finding the amount of trapped charge at each location  xi  is found using the
following integral:
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LUMO



nt ,i 

dE  t  E   f FD  E , E Fn ,i 

(2.39)

HOMO

In practice, integration is an “expensive” operation in the implemented software, and
executing equation (2.39) in the inner loop of the algorithm slows down the calculation. We
therefore added an initializing step at the beginning of the execution, in which the integral in
(2.39) is calculated for theoretical values of E Fn and a vector of nt  E Fn  is kept in memory.
During the main calculation cycle (Figure 18) the algorithm uses those values (with
interpolation, as needed).
In the simulation tool, a structure with the traps parameters is created using one of the files
trapsStruct#.m with # being a number in the range 1-5 (the function name is found dynamically).
This structure contains, among other parameters, the vector nt  EFn  mentioned in the above
paragraph. Currently the software enables only one type of traps in each run, but it is almost ready for
calculating different types simultaneously. Traps occupation is re-calculated in the calculation using
the file calc_traps9.m.
Table 5: Traps implementation in the simulation tool, used for the trapsStruct#.m files

Index #

Description

1

No traps

2

Uniform distribution - Figure 19c

3

Single energy level - Figure 17

4

Exponential decay - Figure 19b

5

Gaussian shape - Figure 19a

2.2.4. Image Force
In the simulation tool, implementing the image force (chapter 1.2.6) requires only the
modification of the energy levels, according to equations prior to solving the structure. Note
the both the anode and the cathode affect the LUMO and HOMO levels throughout the
device. Such modification will affect the boundary conditions of the free electrons and holes
via equations (1.10) and (1.11), and will be added to the calculated electric field while solving
equation (2.20) and (2.21) for  ni , j  and  pi , j  . Note that  x should be independent of the
calculation resolution ‘R’ (discussed in chapter 0).
Figure 20 presents the energy levels before bringing the layer into contact (thus the
Fermi levels may be discontinues). Three possible situations are plotted: in (a) layers are
plotted without taking the IF into account (useIF = false in the software), where the
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Fermi level of the semiconductor is forced by the metal’s WF (which might be located at its
original position, or pinned due to interface trapped, the algorithm does not distinguish
between the two), and free charge density near the contact is determined by the energy
barrier Δ. When IF is taken into account, as in (b), a higher charge density is calculated
according to the reduced barrier Δ’. The band bending will also affect the overall calculation.
Figure 20c presents the special case in which Fermi level pinning is determined by the IF, and
EICT- lies

q
16 0 x

eV below the LUMO. BC for the free electrons distribution would be N D 2 , as

there is no energetic barrier.
(a)

(b)

(c)
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Figure 20: 3 possible situation referring to IF: (a) IF isn’t taken into account, and the energetic barrier is Δ. (b) With IF the
barrier is reduced to Δ’ and band bending exist. (c) When the IF is responsible for Fermi level pinning. Here the energetic
barrier diminishes.

Knapp et al. [32] explain the effect of the IF such that “The lowered barrier in the
contact region can be described as a boundary condition in the contact sheet… Alternatively,
this injection can be interpreted as charge carrier diffusion from the metal into the tail of the
DOS.”
Modification of the LUMO and HOMO energy levesl is done once during the initialization, and
is executed in the file LUMO_mat_correct5.m. The file also contain some sanity check if the user
chooses to simulate pinning due to IF mechanism.

2.3.

Structural Issues

2.3.1. Interface between Layers
When simulating a realistic device, with more than one layer sandwiched between the
two electrodes, special care should be taken for the interface between adjacent layers. First
of all – 2D variables are defined for the different parameters (energy levels, mobility,
permittivity, density of states, doping etc.) and the value of each  i , j  location is set
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according to the different materials. Still, three aspects, detailed here below, require special
attention.
2.3.1.1.

Energy Levels at the Interface

A barrier between adjacent LUMO or HOMO level should be added to the solved
potential  i , j  , prior to looking for free charge carriers  ni , j  and  pi , j  (thus implementing
the superposition principle). As the absolute values  i , j  are of no importance in equations
(1.23) and (1.24) - either  LUMOi , j  (for electrons) or  HOMOi , j  (for holes) matrix is simply
added to (or subtracted from) the resulted  i , j  at the beginning of the calculation.
2.3.1.2.

Density of States at the Interface

Consider an interface between two materials with identical properties except for the
DOS, sandwiched between two identical metals, as schematically shown in Figure 21a. The
device is simulated at dark and without external bias. The formalism described so far does
not take this modification into account, and will lead to abrupt change in the Fermi level at
the interface – a definitely wrong result, plotted in Figure 21b and c. In fact, the ND reduction
limits charge transfer from left to right, as if an energy barrier exists at that interface.
We will look for a fictive energy barrier that leads to identical charge concentration at
both sides of the interface, i.e. a fictive barrier  E ' that fulfills:
  E  E ' 
 E 
N Dhigh exp  
  N Dlow exp  

kT q
 kT q 



(2.40)

with  E being the energy gap between the LUMO and local Fermi level, and N D

high

N 
Dlow

being the effective density of states at the left (right) hand side. This is easily solved as:
E '  

 ND
low
ln 
 ND
q
high


kT






(2.41)

In the implemented algorithm, instead of calculating such effective barriers where
needed, we add an effective potential of
 i, j  

 1 

ln 
 ND 
q
 i, j 

kT

(2.42)

to every location in the simulated device. As already mentioned, the absolute values of the
potential are of no importance, thus such addition is allowed.
This fictive potential modification leads to a smooth Fermi level, plotted in Figure 21d.
The charge carrier density, plotted in Figure 21e, exhibit now a sharp change, which is logical
considering the change in material’s properties.
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Figure 21: An example in which two materials have identical properties except for ND, and the device is measured under
no external bias and without illumination. (a) Device scheme. (b) Wrong energy levels and (c) wrong free electrons
distribution. (e) Correct energy levels and (f) correct free electrons distribution, received after using and additional
fictive potential as described in the text.

Note that this correction is of special importance when simulating hybrid devices with
organic/inorganic interface, or other materials different by nature one from the other.
In the simulation tool, this potential modification is implemented as a single line in the
file solve_Bernoulli20.m

2.3.1.3.

Mobility at the Interface

While deriving equations (2.20) and (2.21), two assumptions were used – nondegenerate material and constant mobility throughout the sample.
In the non-degenerate case the simple(?) Einstein relation holds, i.e.
D kT

(2.43)

q
This assumption is kept throughout the calculation (see notes in chapter 7.5).
The mobility, in the general case, might change in the device. Currently the
simulator tool supports non-uniform mobility (either abrupt change, at the interface between
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different materials, or any other variant) as long as it is known prior to the calculation. We
have not yet implemented the mobility’s dependence on charge density or electric field,
although being well-known attributes of amorphous materials [12, 33, 80, 81].

  , one needs to multiply each

Solving equations (2.20) for a device with variant  n

i, j

component by its specific Dn derived directly from this location’s  n . The procedure,
i, j

i, j

however, is non-trivial when dealing with components such as ni 1, j B  ti , j  - this term has to
x

do with the effect of the ni 1, j on ni , j , i.e. electrons flowing from mesh point  i  1, j  to point

 i, j  - which mobility do we need to use for this term?  n or  n ? Moreover, any physical
i 1, j

i, j

solution must fulfill the principle of detailed balance, such that the local currents between
the two mesh points must equal. Choosing either value would violate the principle and lead
to non-physical solution.
The above problem is solved by using a (symmetric) midinterval value. Selberherr [12]
(page 168) suggests linear interpolation
Dni1 2, j 

Dni , j  Dni 1, j

(2.44)

2

or a more physical approach, in which the reciprocals of the diffusion coefficients are linear
functions between neighboring mesh points:
Dni 1 2, j 

2
1
Dni , j



1

(2.45)

Dni 1, j

Both (2.44) and (2.45) are implemented in our simulation tool. The impact of any of
these interpolations schemes on the final solution, however, is small.
The mobility averaging is executed in a sub-function inside solve_Bernoulli20.m

2.3.2. Spatial Structures
The tool can simulate 2D structures, motivated by our wish to simulate nanowires
based solar cells, such as presented in Figure 22a. Figure 22b shows the simulated structure,
with vertical oxide NWs surrounded by the organic material. Figure 22c presents the resulted
free charge carrier generation, due to exciton dissociation occurring at the interface between
the (electrons) donor and acceptor. In Figure 22d the resulted free electron distribution is
plotted (logarithmic scaled), taking into account the charge carrier generations, and with no
applied bias (short circuit conditions).
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Figure 22: (a) ZnO Nano-Wires, as the acceptor layer in hybrid solar cells (fabricated and photographed by M. Volokh,
[82]). (b) 2D simulated NWs structure with ZnO/P3HT layers. (c) Free charge carriers generation rate (at the ZnO/P3HT
interface). (d) Resulted electrons distribution (logarithmic scale, 3D view)

Note that when solving a 2D problem, we are using cyclic boundary conditions at the
x-axis, i.e. simulating a cyclic device in the direction parallel to the electrodes plane.

2.3.3. Spatial Resolution and Smoothing
Solving for any structure, the user may choose the mesh spatial resolution, with a
typical value of 1nm. Naturally, finer resolution increases the calculation accuracy, but
requires longer computational time and more
However, the scheme presented so far leads to abrupt changes of parameters at the
interface between adjacent layers – a non-physical description of the device, which might
also cause numerical non-stabilities. Therefore, the user may choose a smoothing distance,
and the ‘step’ in material’s energy levels will be replaced by gradually change over the
specified rang, as observed in Figure 23.
Apart from energy levels, the gradual change is applied for ln 1 N D  (equation (2.42))
and for the doping.
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Figure 23: An example of by graduate change of the LUMO over 6nm. (a) The 2D structure of the simulated device. (b)
Contour of the resulted LUMO level in each mesh point of the device. (c) Zoom in of the area marked in (b).

2.4.

Simulation Summary

In short, our simulation tool solves 2D structure of nondegenerate semiconductor
materials sandwiched between two metal contacts.
In order to arrive at the steady-state solution, the model first computes the internal
potential, using the Poisson equation (1.3), and taking into account generation and
recombination processes, together with free charge carriers distribution, trapped charges
and dopants. It then adds the resulted potential to the unperturbed energy levels, apply
image force bending if needed, and numerically solves a discretized form of (1.6) or (1.7) for
finding the free charge carriers distribution. Free charge carriers force a specific population
of the trapped states, and the total distribution of charges in the device (both free and
trapped) affect the internal potential via Poisson equation (1.3). The procedure repeats itself
until convergence is reached. Different aspects of the calculation are details in the above
paragraphs.
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Figure 24: A flow chart of all initialization steps, together with the Maltab files implementing the mentioned processes.
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Figure 25: A flow chart of the main loop of the algorithm, in which a steady-state solution is (hopefully) found. The flow
includes also the Maltab files implementing the mentioned processes.
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2.4.1. Few other notes
In the calculation, the density of free electrons is divided into the intrinsic distribution
ni and the modification relative to that amount  n , such that n   n  ni . The same holds
for holes: p   p  pi . This is improtant only when solving for electrons (or holes) alone. In
this case the holes (electrons) density would be assumed as pi  ni 
In the calculation tool, we have use the MATLAB function ‘mldivide()’ for solving linear
equations in the form Ax  b . Note that using this function might lead to numerical
inaccuracy. However, in all the results presented in this thesis this issue didn’t seem to affect
the convergence.

3. Fabrication Methods and Processes
3.1.

Substrates and Spatial Configuration

Most of our fabrication was done using ITO-patterned glass substrates, purchased
from PsiOTec Ltd. The layers are detailed in Figure 26a, with ITO strips serving as the
Transparent conducting films at the bottom, covered partially by chromium for improved
conductivity. Polyamide then covers the active area leaving open “window” that define the
pixels themselves, and prevent undesired contact between top layers and the bottom
electrode.
In this configuration, the top electrode is common to all pixels, as easily observed in
Figure 26c. In the bottom-right corner of the device, a small amount of silver paste was added
on top of the evaporated electrode, to protect it where the metal pin touches the sample. A
second configuration, in which the cathode is common to all pixels, was used in one
experiment, and is described in chapter 5.3.2.
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Figure 26: 4-win substrates used in for most of the devices in the current work. (a) A scheme of the substrate and the
deposited layers, as purchased from PsiOTec Ltd. (b) A substrate as purchased. (c) At the end of the fabrication process.

3.2.

Solar Cells Fabrication Process

Our process has gone through a lot of variations and modifications, as we have
encountered different problems along the way. Table 6 below summarized the current
fabrication steps for both ZnO/CdS and ZnO/P3HT devices.
NWs growth and related steps were performed at Prof. Mokari’s laboratory at the
Ilse Katz Institute for Nanoscale Science and Technology in Ben-Gurion University of the
Negev. The process was published by Volokh et al. [83], and is also described, in a much more
detailed form, in Volokh’s thesis [under preparation]. Deposition of CdS layer, if applied, was
also carried out at the same laboratory [82]
At the Technion, fabrication was performed mainly at Prof. Tessler’s laboratory, using
both a chemical hood and a glove box with inert (nitrogen) atmosphere. All steps of
photoresist lithography were carried out at the micro-nano fabrication unit at the Sara and
Moshe Zisaphel nanoelectronic center.
Table 6: Our current fabrication process for solar cells incorporating ZnO NWs

Step
Cleaning the ITOpatterned substrates

Negative photoresist
(PR) deposition
(optional)

Details
Five minutes sonication in 3 solvents
1. Acetone
2. Methanol
3. Isopropanol
1. Heat the samples on a 250⁰C hot plate for at least
10 minutes. Cool down by 1 minute spinning at
5000 rpm.
2. Spin-coat AZ2070 (negative) photoresist at 5000
rpm for 60 seconds. Resulted thickness: 5.3-5.4 µm
3. Dry: heat the sample on a 110⁰C hot plate for
120 seconds.
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comments
Standard procedure in our lab

This step aims at covering the
sample with PR except for the
active pixels area.
The process was developed by
Dima Peselev and a mask is
available for the 4-pixels
substrate only.

Step

Depositions of ZnO
seeding layer.

ZnO WNs growth.
(optional – PR
liftoff)

Cleaning
ZnO shell layer
above the NWs
Contact exposure

ZnO/CdS

Cleaning
CdS
Deposition
Cleaning

Details
4. Exposure: use a mask aligner to past the
substrate under the mask and expose it to light. In
out MA6 tool, 14mW/cm2, exposure time was 2.7
seconds.
5. Post bake: paste on a 110⁰C hot plate for 60
seconds.
6. Development: dip and gently move the substrate
in the developer (TMAH 25% Diluted with DI. 10
DI : 1 TMAH) for 60 seconds.
7. Dry (for example using a spinner).
Method A:
Two seeding cycles, each consisting of (a) three
applications of 36 μL of a 9 mM solution of zinc
acetate dihydrate [98% Zn(II)ac2·2H2O] in
anhydrous ethanol (99.9%), followed by an ethanol
rinse, and (b) calcination at 315 °C for 30 min
under air [82]
Method B:
Deposition of ZnO thin layer using by MVD: 150
cycles at 60°C (estimated layer thickness: 21nm)

Substrates were inserted into vials filled with 12
mL of an aqueous solution of 22 mM zinc acetate
dihydrate and 28 mM hexamethylenetetramine
(99% C6H12N4) in DI water, heated to 85⁰C.
After a reaction time of 20−100 min the substrates
were rinsed with DI water and calcined under air at
315 °C. [82]
1. Ethanol wash in the hood
2. Spin of each sample at 3000 rpm after dripping
ethanol, twice, inside the GB.
3. Dry in the vacuum oven, at 100⁰C for 3 hours.
Deposition of ZnO thin layer using by MVD: 50
cycles at 60°C (estimated layer thickness: 7nm)
Remove the ZnO layer from the contact area –
manual work with Q-tips and diluted Hydrochloric
acid (1:15 in DI water, meaning ~2.3% HCl in
water).
1. Spin of each sample at 3000 rpm after dripping
ethanol, twice, inside the GB.
2. Dry in the vacuum oven, at 100⁰C for 3 hours.
Usually 5-7 cycles in a home-built CVD system.
[82]. The process is repeated until SEM images
show full coverage of the ZnO NWs.
1. Ethanol wash in the hood
2. Spin of each sample at 3000 rpm after dripping
ethanol, twice, inside the GB.
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comments

Done by Michael Volohk, in
Prof. Taleb Mokari’s laboratory
at BGU.

This method is necessary if the
sample is covered with PR, as
the substrate is not exposed to
high temperature.
This procedure was carried out
in the Technion.
Done by Michael Volohk, in
Prof. Taleb Mokari’s laboratory
at BGU.
If the samples were covered with
PR – it should be removed using
NMP prior to the calcination
step.

Done by Michael Volohk, in
Prof. Taleb Mokari’s laboratory
at BGU.
Only after the CdS deposition
process at BGU.

Step

ZnO/Polymer

ZnO/CdS

Deposition of
insulating layer
outside the active
pixels (optional) +
cleaning

Details
3. Dry in the vacuum oven, at 100⁰C for 3 hours.
PECVD procedure via shadow a mask that covers
the active areas. 3:30 minutes at 150⁰C yield
~100nm of SiO2. The process is repeated twice
with two different masks.
1. Spin of each sample at 3000 rpm after dripping
ethanol, twice, inside the GB.
2. Dry in the vacuum oven, at 100⁰C for 3 hours.

HTL
spincoating
Top electrode
deposition

In the GB: spin-coat of Spiro-OMeTAD with
C60F36 (5% wt), 2000 rpm for 60 seconds
Thermal evaporation of gold - 150nm starting at
0.1nm/sec rate

UV-Ozone
treatment
Treatment with
clean solvent
Polymer spincoat

20 minutes under UV-illumination in oxygenreach environment.
Spin-coat of clean Acetonitrile, at 1000 rpm for 60
seconds, in the hood.
Pour 30µl from the following solution Regioregular P3HT (Reike) 30mg/ml in DCB - on
the substrate, hold for 20 seconds and spin at 800
rpm for 60 seconds
Wait for 45 minutes with the samples placed on a
microscope slide inside a closed petri-dish, with
DCB drops on the dish’s bottom.
Heat for 5 minutes in an oven pre-heated to 225⁰C,
at nitrogen atmosphere, followed by 10 minutes at
150⁰C.
Thermal evaporation: 10nm of MoO3 (Sigma
Aldrich, 99.99%) at rate of 0.1nm/sec, followed by
150nm gold starting at 0.1nm/sec rate.
Clean the bottom contacts with THF (additional
cleaning with methanol for the CdS cells).
Smear silver paste on the evaporated (top)
electrode.
Use three materials: THF (for organic leftovers),
Ethanol (for carbon tape leftovers) and HCl (for
ZnO)

Solventannealing
Annealing

Top electrode
deposition.
Contact
exposure
and preparation
Back side cleaning

3.3.

comments
This insulator is deposited ontop the inorganic absorbing layer
(CdS), or below the organic one
(P3HT).
It is an optional step, and we did
not try to combine it with the PR
procedure.
The masks are designed for the
4-pixels substrates only.
See HTL results in 5.4.2

Several variations were tried,
this procedure gave the highest
performance.

Note that we do not have a
material that removes CdS
properly.

Molecular Vapor Depositions of ZnO

Molecular vapor deposition, MVD, is a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique
based on sequential self-terminating gas reactions. Usually two precursors are used for a
layer deposition. Each precursor is being injected separately into the chamber and reacts with
the substrate surface to create a monolayer of the desired material. The two precursors are
being alternating introduced into the chamber, with a purging process between them (Figure
27) [84].
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The method allows a very conformal, well controlled layer. It can be used to deposit
very thin layers, in a scale of few nanometers. The purging process between the two
precursors requires time, therefore this method has relatively low deposition rate.
We have used MVD100E machine manufactured by Applied Microstructure.
Deposition was carried out at 60⁰C, where Diethylzinc (DEZn) (chemical fromula: (C2H5)2Zn)
is used for the Zn atoms, and water (H2O) are used for the oxygen. Our calibration revealed a
deposition rate of 0.14nm per cycle. The method is sometime referred to as layer deposition
(ALD).

Figure 27: (a) Illustration of one MVD reaction cycle. First, reactant A is being introduced, and reacts with the substrate
surface. Then there is a purge process, from free molecules of reactant A. Then reactant B is being introduced, followed
by additional purge cycle. Image from [84]. (b) MVD100E machine manufactured by Applied Microstructure.
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Part II: Results and Discussions
4. Results and Discussion – Simulation
4.1.
Interface Sub-Bandgap States (Traps) in
ZnO:Cs/F8:F8BT Diodes
4.1.1. Motivation and Background
In the context of organic diodes, or, more specifically, light-emitting devices, the
energetic barrier for injection of charge carriers is considered to be the determining factor
for the choice of charge injecting layers[85]. In devices fabricated in the so-called ‘inverted
architecture’, where the electron-injection contact is at the bottom, its properties can be
modified prior to the deposition of the organic active layer. One example of a commonly used
solution-processed electron-injection layer is ZnO[86, 87] due to its low work function, high
electron mobility and low temperature processing from solution.
As described by our collaborators in Heidelberg University[45], it has been recently
shown that charge carrier delocalization is significantly suppressed at hybrid ZnO/organic
interfaces, and that the density of sub-bandgap surface state on the ZnO layer plays a critical
role in determining the efficiency of photo-induced charge separation. However, the effect
of these states on the electron injecting properties of ZnO has not been previously
investigated. In this work, we investigate the role of surface states of the electron-injecting
layer and demonstrate that suppressing the effect of sub-bandgap states results in an
improved electron injection into the OLED active layer, thereby improving device
performance[45]. We have used the simulation tool for modelling the ZnO/polymer hybrid
interface and reproduce I-V curves of the electrons-only devices described here below. The
combination of experimental and the calculation results demonstrated that for efficient
charge injection, both the injection barrier and the surface trap states must be considered.

4.1.2. UPS and I-V Measurements
To investigate the effect of injection layer surface states, a model polymer LED system
was investigated, with an active layer consisting of a polyfluorene (F8) polymer that acts as a
matrix for a fairly small amount of poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-alt-benzothiadiazole) (F8BT)
emitter (ratio 19:1). Device fabrication and characterization was performed in prof. Vaynzof’s
laboratory in Heidelberg University and is detailed in[45].
In the experiment Cs dopants was incorporated into the ZnO injection layer, and was
found to change the surface states without changing the layer energetics. To confirm that the
doping process does not affect the electron injection barrier into the active F8:F8BT layer,
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ultra-violet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) was performed. The photoemission onset was
found to be independent of dopant concentration, and the ZnO work function was estimated
at 3.6±0.05 eV for all samples. The measurements also revealed two energetic regions where
changes in the sub-bandgap density of states can be seen – near the conduction band (binding
energy range 0 eV to 1 eV) and near the valence band (range 2.5 eV to 3.5 eV). We postulate
that these states can act as electron traps for injection at the ZnO/F8:F8BT interface. Note
that despite the additional Cs, the electron injection barrier to the active layer remains
unchanged, as observed from the polymer’s HOMO level (2.40±0.05 eV) that does not change
within the experimental error (Figure 28c). Using a 2.6 eV bandgap of F8BT[88], the electron
injection barrier is equal to 0.2 eV for all undoped and Cs-doped ZnO layers. The energetic
alignment at the interface is summarized in Figure 28d. UPS measurements on F8/ZnO (not
shown here) have shown that the injection barrier for electrons into F8 is 0.9 eV, significantly
higher than that for F8BT. This is supported by our simulation, and being in agreement with
previous observations that electron injection into F8:F8BT blends occurs preferentially via
F8BT molecules[89]. The reader is referred to our joint publication [45] for further discussion
regarding the device structure and energy levels.

Figure 28: (a) UPS photoemission onset and (b) valence band region spectra measured on ZnO (0%) and Cs doped ZnO
(2, 4, 6 and 8%) and (c) valence band region of F8BT on ZnO (0%) and Cs doped ZnO (2, 4, 6 and 8%). (d) Energy level
diagram of the interface of the electron-injecting layer. Fabricated and measured in Prof. Vaynzof laboratory in
Heidelberg University and published in [45]

To investigate the efficiency of electron injection from ZnO and Cs:ZnO into the active
layer, Hinzmann et al. have fabricated electron only diodes as shown in Figure 29a. Figure
29b shows the current density injected from the ZnO contact. Despite the fact that the
electron injection barrier into F8:F8BT is not affected by the incorporation of Cs dopants in
ZnO, there is a stark difference in the magnitude of the electron current density. In the low
voltage regime (<3.5 V) the current is dominated by the interfacial injection properties, while
at high voltages it is mostly limited by the bulk properties of the organic film. We observe a
significant enhancement in the injected electron current from the Cs:ZnO as compared to
undoped ZnO. This is assumed be a result of the decreased influence of surface states, which
can serve as electron traps and lower the injection efficiency.
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Figure 29: (a) Schematic structure of a unipolar diode, (b) J-V characteristics of electron-only devices. Fabricated and
measured in Prof. Vaynzof laboratory in Heidelberg University and published in [45]

4.1.3. Simulation Results
Following the experimental results, we simulated electron-only devices with traps
located near the ZnO/polymer interface, on the ZnO side of the interface. The traps were
(energetically) located below the ZnO conduction band. Our main goal was to fit and explain
the measured J-V characteristics. In the simulation, one could assume a certain density of
sub-bandgap (trap) states shape, total density, and average energy. For fitting the
experimental J-V these are not three independent parameters and hence, for simplicity, we
assumed a single energy level of traps. Also, we found that for an interface width of up to 10
nm, the important parameter is the surface density of the traps and less so the actual volume
they occupy. The conduction band level of ZnO was taken to be 3.6 eV below the vacuum
level and the LUMO of F8BT was set between 3.4 and 3.25 eV below the vacuum level. The
respective contacts were assumed to be pinned 0.2 eV below the respective level.
(b)
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Figure 30: (a) Schematic diagram of the simulated electron-only device. (b) Energy diagram of the device, plotted before
materials are brought into contact (thus the energy levels are discontinuous).

Figure 31a presents simulated J-V curves of devices with surface trap density between
and 5.3·1012 cm-2, along with J-V curve of a device without any traps. One easily
notices that the existence of traps leads to steep transition in the J-V curve indicating that the
2.6·1011
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current flow depends on the filling of the traps. The voltage at which this transition takes
place is dependent on the trap density[90].

Figure 31: Simulated J-V curves of electron-only devices (a) with varying surface trap density at the organic/ZnO
interface, and (b) with varying trap energy level at the interface. See simulation parameters in Table 20, appendix 07.2.

The majority of the literature concerned with traps deals with conduction in the
presence of traps residing in the bulk[91]. Here we are concerned with charge injection in the
presence of traps at the injecting interface. As the traps are determining the injection, as
opposed to transport, it merits an additional discussion. The charge density injected into the
polymer is determined by the position of the Fermi level (EF) on the polymer side, relative to
the polymer’s LUMO energy. As the Fermi level is continuous across the interface we can
calculate this energy difference (ELUMO,P -EF) as the sum of (ECB,ZnO-EF)+( ELUMO,P -ECB,ZnO), where
ECB,ZnO is the ZnO conduction band energy. In other words, the injected charge density is
dependent on the position of the Fermi level in the ZnO at the interface. Based on this and
the results shown in Figure 31a, one may note three regimes in the J-V characteristics. The
first is for the case where the relative trap density is high enough to pin the Fermi level at, or
below, the traps’ energy. This regime exhibits exponential current rise, which is typical of
metal- semiconductor-metal diode exhibiting a Schottky contact. For the highest trap density,
in Figure 31a, this is the only regime included in the graph. The second regime occurs when
the charge density is high enough such that the Fermi level may cross the traps’ energy. As
the Fermi level moves up and crosses the traps energy two effects take place. First, the traps
are being filled and most importantly, the injection is improving as (ELUMO,P-EF) is getting
smaller. This trap-filling regime is the steep rise in the J-V curve. The last regime is the trap
full regime where the J-V is largely dictated by the bulk properties of the organic layer.
In Figure 31b the traps’ density was kept at a constant level of 1.8·1012 cm-2, and their
energetic location (Et level) was varied between 3.7 eV to 4.6 eV below vacuum level (i.e. 0.1
eV to 1 eV below the ZnO conduction band). The three regimes found in Figure 31a are also
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present here. It can be seen that at low voltages, deeper trap levels result in lower current
density. At higher voltage biases, they all converge on a line that was set by the fixed trap
density. We remind the reader that the injection barrier between the ZnO and F8BT LUMO
levels was kept constant in all these calculations, in accordance with the experimental
findings.
Next, we examine the data in Figure 29b in light of the simulation results shown in
Figure 31. We note that there are fluctuations in the absolute current values but the shape
of each measured J-V curve is changing as if the traps are becoming shallower. Also, the
voltage at which the transition between low and high current occurs doesn’t change
appreciably: in the context of our single level traps, this suggests that the trap density is not
changing significantly. To overcome the fluctuation in the absolute current level in the
experimental J-V we normalized them such that at the maximum voltage the current of the
undoped ZnO device would equal the measured current of the 4% and 8% devices. We then
cast these results onto the simulated results of Figure 31a and Figure 31b to produce Figure
32a Figure 32b. The comparison of the experimental data with the numerical simulation
shows that the energetic position of the trap states appears to be the dominant factor in the
determining the electron injection current. In Figure 32b, one easily observes a relatively
good agreement with the trap energy shifting from 3.95 eV to 3.75 eV below the vacuum level
or from 0.35 eV to 0.15 eV below the ZnO conduction band. The good agreement for the
traps-filling and bulk-limited regimes is an indication that the interface traps are playing a
major role.
Figure
31

Figure 32: Measured J-V data plotted atop the simulated J-V curves of electron-only devices (a) with varying traps density,
(b) with varying trap energy level at the interface. (c) Simulated data with additional parallel resistance of 8x103 and
6x104 Ω. Gray dashed line represents the contribution of leakage current for 0% doping.

The disagreement in between the measured current and the simulated value, observed
at the low voltage range (Figure 32b), can be rectified if we allow for a leakage current in the
form of a parallel resistor, i.e a linear term of I=V/Rparallel. For the 0% case we found Rparallel
=6·104 Ω and for the 4% it was an order of magnitude lower (Rparallel =8·103 Ω). To demonstrate
the effect of the leakage current on the fits and conclusions based on these fits, Figure 32c
shows the added leakage current for the 0% case (grey dashed line). Note that this additional
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current is low enough to not affect the J-V in the traps-filling and bulk-limited regimes thus
not affecting the conclusions regarding the traps and their relative change.

4.2.

Charge Blocking Layers in Organic Solar Cells

4.2.1. Motivation and Background
In this field of photovoltaics, the open circuit voltage (Voc) is one of the cell’s critical
properties. The standard Voc is defined as the external voltage which develops across an
infinitely high resistance load (hence open circuit) under standard AM1.5G solar illumination.
It is known that when the contacts to the solar cell are pinned well into the electronic gap,
and a barrier is formed, there is significant loss of built-in potential which, if undealt with,
results in significant loss of open circuit voltage[92]. In the context of organic materials, Braun
et al.[30] have argued that effects like that of the integer charge transfer state would induce
pinning significantly below (above) the LUMO (HOMO) level. Also, there is some evidence
that the built-in potential is currently limiting the performance even if the cells do not possess
obviously-bad contacts[10]. The most common way to deal with contact’s barrier, due to
pinning or other factors, would be to introduce blocking contacts or blocking layers[93-95]
that are also referred to as single carrier membrane. Unfortunately, practical schemes that
follow this concept indicate that, at least for organic cells, the enhancement in open circuit
voltage is often associated with loss in the cells fill-factor such that the overall efficiency does
not significantly improve[96, 97]. Enhancement of Voc at the expense of the fill factor is also
observed in high quality CdTe cells[98]. Recently, an alternative strategy termed the “band
gap enhanced structure” was suggested as a way to overcome contacts-related open circuit
losses[14, 91]. In this work, we revisited the blocking-layer method using our simulation tool,
we looked for the reason behind most practical implementations having shown an S-shape
and suggested design rules to overcome it.
It is worth pointing out the similarities between our analysis of a BHJ device that is
appended by blocking layers and the analysis of a planer heterojunction by Cheyns et. al.[99]
For both device structures, there are no minority carriers near the contacts such that at V OC
the contacts cannot (or almost not) contribute to the losses. This makes the VOC (almost)
independent of the contact barriers and a high barrier would mainly introduce a serial
resistance [99].

4.2.2. The role of Blocking Layers
To reintroduce the effect of blocking layers on solar cells performance we simulated
3 device structures. The energy levels diagrams of the three solar cells are plotted in Figure
33a-c. The first (Figure 33a, device A) is a simple structure with no blocking layer, the second
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(Figure 33b, device B) has an additional hole blocking layer (HBL), and the third (Figure 33c,
device C) has both hole- and electron blocking layers (HBL and EBL). Note that Figure 33a-c
refer to the layers before they are brought into contact, thus the energy levels are flat. Also,
the blocking layers are added such that if the standard device occupies x=0:160nm the HBL
occupies negative x values and the EBL is at x>160nm. To reinforce the effect of blocking we
have also assumed the mobility of the blocked carrier to be 100 fold lower (Table 23 in
Appedix B). In all three structures, the contacts have work functions (WF) of 4.4eV and 4.9eV
below the vacuum level, leading to identical Vbi of 0.5V. Figure 33g illustrates the physical
processes accounted for is the simulation: (1) the device is illuminated from the cathode side.
(2) Photons are being absorbed in the active layer and generate free charge carriers (one may
refer to the active layer as bulk heterojunction, meaning a volume in which excitons are being
excited and dissociated). (3) Free charge carriers are transported to their respective
electrodes and contribute to the photocurrent. The charge blocking, which is part of the
device structure, is illustrated for a hole that is blocked at the HBL (4).
Figure 33h shows J-V curves of the three simulated devices under one sun AM1.5G
illumination. In all devices the active layer thickness is 160nm and the blocking layers (if exist)
are 12nm wide. For device A (solid blue line), in which the active layer is sandwiched between
two contacts, Voc is almost identical to Vbi, being 0.5V. For device B (dashed red line), with
additional HBL, Voc exceeds Vbi to slightly above 0.6V. For device C (dotted green line), with
both HBL and EBL, Voc is about 0.75V. While the Voc increases by 50% and the JSC by 10% the
fill factor (FF) is almost unchanged and is ~0.48, leading to PCE increase from 2.6% to 4.4%.
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Figure 33: Energy diagrams of the 3 simulated solar cells, (a-c) before layers are brought into contact, (d-f) under applied
bias of 0.5/0.65/0.75V, close to the Voc for each device. (a,d) – Device A, single active layer sandwich between two
electrodes. (b,e) – Device B, with additional HBL. (c,e) – Device C, with both HBL and EBL. (g) Schematic diagram of the
simulated structure and main physical process (see text). (h) J-V curve, calculated for the three devices under standard
AM1.5G sun illumination.

To gain more insight into the blocking process we present in Figure 33d-f the energy
levels diagrams of the different devices at open circuit condition (Voc varies between devices).
We remind the reader that to arrive at this energy level diagram the model first computes
the internal potential, using the Poisson equation, and then adds this potential to the
unperturbed levels (Figure 33a-c) to result in the energy level diagram under excitation.
Figure 33d shows that for the standard structure the bands are flat but both quasi Fermi levels
bend inwards towards the contacts. This is a sign of current flowing towards the contacts due
to the contact induced surface recombination (see also discussions in ref[14, 91]). In Figure
33e a hole blocking layer is introdcued and we note that its energy levels are bent upwards
to allow for the open circuit to exceed the built-in potential. The quasi Fermi-level of the holes
still bend inwards inside that HBL indicating that there is still some recombination at the
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contact which induces hole current. However, the quasi Fermi-level of the majority carriers is
practically flat indicating that the contact losses are low enough to be considered negiligible.
In Figure 33f, where both HBL and EBL are intrduced, one notices an up (down) shift of the
LUMO (HOMO) level near the cathode (anode). Again, this is the effect through which the
open circuit voltage exceeds Vbi. Since the energy difference between the metal WF and the
energy levels of the BL is fixed, the increase of the energy separation between the two
electrodes has to be accompanied by a bend in the levels. With respect to the open circuit
voltage only, the effect of this bend is similar to that of an additional dipole shifting the
contact’s WF relative to the bulk of the device. Note that the band bending near the contact
is such that it opposes the generated current out-flow. We will refer to this serial resistance
effect in the next section.
To shed more light on the mechanisms affecting the different device characteristics
we present in the distribution of both free electrons (Figure 34a) and holes (Figure 34b) in
the three simulated devices. The bias applied to all the devices is 0.5V which is exactly the WF
difference between the electrodes (thus equals Vbi), and the devices are simulated under one
sun illumination. The vertical dashed lines mark the active layer to which BL might be added.
In device A, without any blocking layers, the distribution is symmetric and is very similar
between electrons and holes. This is despite the a-symmetry of the generation process
(following the Beer-Lambert law, with the light hitting the device through the cathode, as
schematically presented in Figure 34c). Also noticeable is the distributions peak at the center
of the active layer, dropping towards the electrodes. Just like the inward bend of the quasiFermi levels, the carrier densities’ drops indicate the “sink” characteristic of the contacts, in
which recombination takes place and reduces the amount of charge carriers within the
device. The distribution shape and its symmetry indicate that the contact-recombination is
dominant which is to be expected for a device where the electrodes are pinned well into the
gap. In device B, with introduction of HBL between the cathode and the active layer, there
are practically no holes in the blocking layer, and the holes density at HBL/active layer
interface is raised to above 2.5∙1016 cm-3 (red dashed line). Eliminating the recombination at
the cathode interface has two major effects: First, it reduces the overall recombination thus
the overall charge density increases. Second, it introduces asymmetry in the losses as the
recombination at the anode interface is still active. Introducing the EBL as well eliminated the
recombination at the anode interface thus making the recombination profile more
symmetric. The asymmetry seen both for holes and electrons distribution (green dotted line)
is due to the asymmetry of the excitation profile as the absorption is assumed to follow an
exponential decay with an absorption depth of 150nm and the illumination through the
cathode (left) side.
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Figure 34: Charge carriers’ density distribution of electrons (a) and holes (b) in the three simulated devices (Figure 33ac). The applied bias is 0.5V and the illumination is one sun (through the cathode side). (c) Schematic excitation profile
through the device (exponential decay).

4.2.3. The Blocking Layers’ Resistance
In the previous section we found that adding the blocking layers reduces the contacts’
recombination and allows the open circuit voltage to exceed the energy difference between
the contacts’ WFs. It was shown that the increase in Voc is due to band bending of the BLs and
that the effect on Voc is similar to that of dipoles that shift the bands. The simulations also
showed that the fill factor was almost not affected which follows the basic theory[100] but
for most practical cases one observes a sever S-shape and a reduced fill factor[96, 97]. Below
we try to provide an explanation for the observed loss of fill factor.

4.2.3.1. Layers’ mobility

Figure 35: (a) J-V curves of devices of type C, with varying active layer thickness (see legend). (b) Similar to (a) but for
100 fold higher mobility value at the BLs. (c) Electrical potential in one representative of C and one representative of C2
(both with 160nm active layer), at applied bias of 0.65V. The cathode is arbitrary set as V=0. Inset: J-V curve while
gradually changing the mobility value at the BLs from C to C2.

As the title of this section implies, it is the resistivity of the BLs that is probably
responsible for the appearance of an S-shape. As the effect of a given resistivity is always
dependent on its value relative to other factors we present in Figure 35a the J-V as a function
of the active layer thickness while keeping the BLs thickness at 12nm. The first effect of
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enhancing the active layer thickness from 40nm to 200nm is that more light is absorbed and
thus JSC increases. A second effect is that with the decrease of the short-circuit current, the
S-shape becomes more apparent as more voltage drops across the BLs serial resistance. To
corroborate that the effect has to do with the blocking layers’ resistivity we repeated the
simulations but now assumed that the mobility, of the relevant charge carrier, in the BL is
enhanced by two orders of magnitude (10-1 instead of 10-3cm2v-1s-1). We term this device
structure, with enhanced mobility at the BLs, as C2. Figure 35b shows the results of these
simulations and we indeed see that the S-shape has completely disappeared and that the fill
factor has increased. To place in perspective the device performance of the various device
structures we collated their parameters in
Table 7. We note that adding BLs gradually increases the cells efficiency and that
making the mobility at the BLs higher by a factor of 100 makes an additional significant
contribution to the cell’s efficiency.
Table 7: Properties of the various simulated solar cell structures having active layer thickness of 160nm.

Device
A
(Figure 33a)
B
(Figure 33b)

BLs

J-V Figure

Jcs(mA/cm2)

Voc(V)

FF(%)

PCE(%)

None

Figure 33h solid blue

11.1

0.50

47

2.6

HBL

Figure 33h dashed red

12.0

0.61

49

3.6

12.3

0.76

47

4.4

12.3

0.76

55

5.2

C
(Figure 33c)

EBL+HBL

C2
(Figure 33c)

EBL+HBL
Improved µ

Figure 33h dotted
green
Figure 35a purple
dash-dotted
Figure 35b purple
dash-dotted

Figure 35c shows the internal electric potential of 160nm active layer devices of both
uniform mobility (10-3cm2v-1s-1 in all layers) and enhanced mobility (10-1cm2v-1s-1) at the BLs.
As discusses in the context of Figure 33, this internal potential is what bends the levels. The
main feature of this graph is that the bands are tilted upwards at the cathode side and
downward at the anode side. This effectively opens the energy gap between the contacts
work functions to enable higher Voc. On the other hand, the direction of the slope is such that
it resists the exit of electrons on the left (cathode) and of holes on the right (anode). This is
actually the source of the added resistance that can be minimized by making the charge
mobility much higher. The other feature is the slope of the band in the bulk of the device. We
note that when the resistivity of the BLs is minimized the slope of the bands is higher thus
further enhancing photocurrent extraction and improving the fill factor.
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4.2.3.2. Layers’ Thickness
While in the previous section we discussed the fact that practical BLs exhibit finite
carrier mobility we examine here their finite thickness. As it is difficult to fabricate 10nm thick
film with no pin-holes, and as evaporated metals can induce transport states or dope such
thin layers, one may tend to use thicker layers. We again use device structure C with both EBL
and HBL but now we vary the BL’s thickness while keeping the active layer thickness fixed at
160nm. As before, the devices with enhanced carrier mobility in the BLs will be termed C 2.
Figure 36a presents J-V curves of devices of type C for blocking layer thickness between 5 and
50nm. We note that already at 25nm there is a significant degradation in device performance
that is more pronounced in the 50nm case. In accordance with the previous section, to ensure
that the reduced performance is indeed associated with the BLs resistivity we repeated the
simulation but assumed that the relevant carrier mobility at the BL is 100 fold higher. Figure
36b shows that indeed for high mobility BLs all curves merge and are at the best value one
can expect from the active layers properties.
Similarly to Figure 35c we plot in Figure 36c the electrical potential distribution under
applied bias of 0.65V but for 50nm thick blocking layers. Relative to Figure 35c the effects
here are more pronounced for the structure without the enhanced mobility (Figure 36a), as
the serial resistance introduced by the 50nm BLs is significant.

Figure 36: (a) J-V curves of devices of type C, with varying blocking layer thickness (see legend). (b) Similar to (a) but for
100 fold higher mobility value at the BLs. (c) Electrical potential in one representative of C and one representative of C 2
(both with 50nm blocking layer in each side), under applied bias of 0.65V. The cathode is arbitrary set as V=0.

4.2.3.3. Further Discussion of the S-shape Phenomenon
In Figure 37a, the general features of an S-shape in the I-V curve is presented. Next,
we make a simplifying assumption that below VOC all the measured current is photocurrent
and we change the variables used to present Figure 37a. In Figure 37b the x-axis is the internal
potential which in the built-in potential minus the applied voltage and the y-axis is the
photocurrent.
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Figure 37. (a) Illustration of an S-shape in the I-V curve of a solar cell under one sun illumination. (b) The same as in (a)
but presented as photo-current and as a function of internal potential.

Examining Figure 37b we see that the part of the S-shape that interests us looks like a
diode response. In fact, more generally, it exhibits a current that is voltage dependent. In this
case it means that the current depends on the internal potential or the internal electric field.
Staying with the general and simple picture we can write the balance of processes, equation
(4.1), as a balance between photo-carrier generation (G), extracted current (J), and photocarrier recombination (R).
Generation (Vint )  J extracted (Vint )  Recombination (Vint )

(4.1)

In the most general case, any of the processes noted in equation (4.1) could introduce
a dependence on the internal potential (Vint). In excitonic semiconductors it is known that the
separation of the exciton into free charge carriers could be field dependent as in the OnsagerBraun theory[101]. Recombination dependence on internal field is often mentioned in the
context of geminate recombination which could also be regarded as a reduction in the
generation of free charges. However, while the free charge carrier recombination may not be
directly dependent on the internal field (Eint), it may present internal-potential dependence
due to the super-linear dependence on the charge density which in turn depends on the
internal bias[102]. The last, but not least, is the extracted current where for bias levels up to
few kT below the open circuit voltage it can be regarded as a purely drift current:
J extracted   Eint n . The real question regarding the current is whether it is limited by the
generation-recombination balance or by the ability of the charges to exit the device. This is
somewhat similar to the bulk-limited and injection limited regimes in light emitting diodes.
The major difference is that the equivalent of injection in solar cell is (G-R) and hence a good
solar cell is “injection” limited. One of the factors that may affect the extraction, and make
the photo-current limited by something different than (G-R), is the mobility value being very
low such that a large enough internal field is required to make sure charges can drift to the
contacts within their recombination lifetime. The other factor is the contact or the contact
region which may constitute a barrier or resistance to charge extraction. From all the
mechanisms discussed above, this paper deals only with the last one and the way it may
depend on the properties of blocking layers.
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4.2.4. Comparison between BL and BGE approaches
Since the contact dictates which type of carrier (electrons or holes) would be the
majority-carrier at its vicinity we can identify whether a structure is introducing a
discontinuity in the energy band associated with minority or majority carriers. Hence, there
are two configurations we wish to examine, the first is the minority-carrier blocking layers
(BL) and the second is the majority-carrier band-gap enhanced (BGE) structure[91].
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Figure 38: Two approaches for introducing inter-layers to decrease minority-carrier recombination at the contact: (a)
Minority-carrier blocking layers (BL). (b) Majority-carrier band-gap enhanced (BGE)[91].

4.2.4.1. Moderate Contact Energy-Barrier
In this examination, we maintain the moderate barrier height of 0.24eV at the contact
for both BL and BGE structures. One important issue, determining the effectiveness of
blocking layers, is whether the recombination at the contact is significant relative to the
charge recombination in the bulk. To this extent we perform the simulations for three
different recombination coefficients CnNt in the SRH recombination term (2.31) (3.3∙103,
3.3∙104, and 3.3∙105 sec-1).
Figure 39a shows the J-V curves of the standard (single layer) structure under one sun
illumination and for the three different bulk recombination coefficients. For all three cases
the open circuit voltage (VOC) is at about 0.8V and the effect of bulk recombination is, as
expected, of reducing the short circuit current and the fill-factor. In Figure 39b we show the
same set of J-V curves but for the modified structures shown in Figure 38. The results for BL
structure are presented as dashed lines and those of the BGE structure are presented as full
lines. First, we note that for the highest bulk recombination coefficient the modified
structures make no real improvement in the PCE, indicating that for this level of bulk
recombination the recombination at the contact is not significant. On the other hand, for the
moderate and low recombination coefficients there is a significant shift of the VOC along with
improvement in the fill factor[91]. Comparing the two structures we note that in the cases
where the bulk-recombination is more pronounced the BGE structure seems to perform
better. This raises two questions:
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a) We identified that, for the 0.24eV barrier, the contact recombination losses are of
minority carriers, why does a modification in the majority-carrier energy band improve VOC?
b) We changed nothing in the bulk of the device, how come the BGE structure reduce
the effect of bulk recombination, compared to the BL configuration?

Figure 39: Simulated J-V curves (a) for standard (single layer) device and (b) for the modified structures presented in
Figure 38. In (b) the results for the BL structure are shown as dashed lines and for the BGE as solid lines. Three values
assigned to CnNt in the SRH recombination form, affecting the bulk recombination rates in the devices (marked with
labels in the figures).

To answer the above two questions we plot the energy level diagrams for the two
modified structures at VOC (under 1Sun illumination) and at short-circuit in the dark. Figure
40a and Figure 40b show the energy bands at VOC and we note that there is almost no
difference between the energy levels diagrams of the two structures. In the BGE structure
case, space charge evolved close to the contact thus transferring the modification originally
introduced to the majority carrier energy band to the minority carrier energy band. Namely,
at VOC the two structures are similar and both block the minority carrier recombination at the
contact. Figure 40c and Figure 40d show the band structure at V=0 and without illumination
for the two structures. We note that, at the center of the device, the slope of the bands is
higher for the BGE structure. This is a direct consequence of the higher built-in potential
produced by the BGE structure. As the device efficiency is affected by the “competition”
between charge extraction and charge recombination the relative improvement in the PCE of
the BGE structure is due to better charge extraction through higher internal electric-field. In
devices where the free-charge generation is electric-field activated[101], the enhanced builtin electric-field would improve that process as well. However, we did not include such
mechanism in the simulation model used here.
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Figure 40: Energy band diagrams of BL (a) and BGE (b) devices, under one sun illumination and under open circuit
conditions (V=VOC=0.92V). Energy band diagrams of BL(c) and BGE (d) devices, at short circuit and dark conditions. The
energy band slope at the center of the device is dictated by the built-in voltage (Vbi). CnNt = 3.3∙104 sec-1;

4.2.4.2. High Contact Energy-Barrier
In the discussion above we have compared the two device structures in the case
where the minority carrier recombination at the contact is limiting the performance. We kept
the contacts’ energy barriers at 0.24eV such that the energy difference between the two
contacts (1.36-0.48≈0.9) did not impose a strong limit on VOC. Indeed, only when we used the
lowest bulk recombination coefficient the improved structures exhibited V OC that is higher
than 0.9V. In the following we examine the case where the contacts are imposing a stronger
limit by directly limiting the VOC.
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Figure 41: Simulated J-V curves for devices similar to those plotted in Figure 39, except for a higher injection barrier of
0.4eV in both electrodes. (a) for standard (single layer) device, and (b) for the modified structures, with additional BLs
(dashed lines) or BGE (smoothed lines). The same values were assigned to CnNt in the SRH recombination.

Figure 41a shows simulation results for the standard structure but with contacts’
energy barriers of 0.4eV at each contact. This makes the energy different between the contact
as (1.36-0.8=0.56eV) which is exactly the VOC observed in Figure 41a (i.e. the contact’s energy
difference is dictating the VOC). Unlike the case of the low barrier height, to improve the open
circuit voltage we need to overcome the built-in energy difference and expand the energy
gap between the electrodes[103]. This can only take place if the electron (hole) energy level
will bend up (down) close to the contact. This bending reduces the extraction efficiency of
the (contact’s) majority carriers which is more significant if the relative strength of the charge
recombination is high (i.e. charge recombination starts “winning the competition”). As Figure
41b shows, the higher charge recombination coefficients give rise to a clear S-shape[103]. It
is interesting to note that the shape of the J-V curve for the low recombination coefficient
(3.3∙103) may give the impression that the contacts are no longer an issue but, compared to
the results in Figure 39b the maximum PCE is 35% lower. Close examination of the curve
(Figure 41b) reveals that towards VOC the curve exhibit a single slope indicating that, for the
low recombination case, the band bending close to the contacts “only” introduces a serial
resistance. This could be rectified using layers with higher charge mobility values[103] or
perhaps a different device architecture.

4.2.4.3. Structure Realization
To make the discussion complete, we need to address the practicality of realizing the
BL and BGE structures. This is a question mostly relevant to the BGE structure that requires a
continuous slope in the energy level. We address this issue in Figure 42 where we reproduce
the J-V curves of the BL and BGE structures of Figure 39 and we add results where the slope
was created stepwise using a steep transition. As was reported in [91] the sharp steps
degrade the J-V and in the current context may make the BGE structure a less favorable
approach compared to the BL structure.
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Figure 42: (a) J-V curve of simulated devices where the BGE structure plotted in Figure 38 is compared to realizations
with 2 or 3 abrupt steps in the energy levels (CnNt=3.3∙104 sec-1). (b) and (d) present the step-wise BGE structure and (c)
a step-wise BL device structure.

It is worth mentioning that when one includes the image force potential to the
calculation, there is hardly any effect on the resulted J-V curve. Hence, for the above
discussion we were simulating the devices without the implementation of the image force
potential.

4.3.

On Electrode Pinning in Organic Solar Cells

4.3.1. Motivation and Background
In this field of organic devices, interfaces between the different layers and materials
are of critical importance [29, 30, 104]. The role of the contacts and their injection/extraction
properties have been emphasized in the context of light emitting diodes, transistors, and
recently also for photo-cells[10, 91, 93, 95, 96, 103, 105]. The typical thickness of such
devices, as light emitting diodes or photocells, is of the order of 100nm making the contact
interface and the range over which it affects the electronic levels, of significant size. In the
context of organic solar cells, the improvement in materials’ quality has made the contact
phenomena important for farther improvement in solar cell’s performance. To design better
devices one has first to understand the contact phenomena and find ways of incorporating it
into device model. In the second step one could use such models to analyze or design new
strategies for high efficiency devices.
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The understanding of the contact phenomena is often covered by works dealing with
interfaces and energy level alignment at interfaces [29, 30, 104] or those examining the
formation of Schottky barrier[106]. There are many levels of complexity taking place at such
interfaces some of which may lead to the phenomenon known as Fermi-level pinning. If there
is no substantial chemistry between the contact and the semiconductor than we can assume
only physisorption. In such a case, where no new mid-gap states are created, significant part
of the contact’s pinning, within the semiconductor energy gap, is attributed to electrostatic
attraction as described by the Integer Charge-Transfer (ICT) model[30]. In the context of
semiconductor device models, at least part of the ICT stabilization, is ascribed to the image
charge potential or the image force[107].
EF
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LUMO

LUMO

LUMO
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Image Charge Potential
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HOMO
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Figure 43: Energy level diagram of (a) metal and organic semiconductor in isolated state (b) in contact with the
metal pinned at the energy of the ICT. (c) In contact with the metal pinned at the band edge including the effect of
the image charge potential.

Figure 43a shows schematic energy level diagram where the metal workfunction (WF)
is outside the semiconductor energy gap. Here it is above the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) which in the semiconductor device model framework is equivalent to the
conduction band. Figure 43b accounts for charge transfer from the metal to the
semiconductor which changes the energy level alignment at the interface. If one accounts for
the stabilization or “binding-energy” of the electron in the semiconductor at the vicinity of
the metal than the actual state at which the metal aligns with, is within the gap[30]. Figure
43c accounts for the stabilization effect by redrawing the energy level diagram accounting for
the fact that the “binding-energy” depends upon the distance. In other words, the levels are
drawn while accounting for the image charge potential[108]. This figure also shows that
accounting for the image charge potential in both majority and minority carriers’ energy band
results in electronic band-gap narrowing close to the contact[36]. For completeness, we note
that since the image-charge stabilization is computed within the single particle picture there
could be doubts regarding its validity where the charge density is high[109].
The magnitude of the image charge induced stabilization or pinning within the gap
can be estimated using equation (1.34) which describes the image charge potential created
at the interface between two materials.[35, 36]
In this picture, the maximum stabilization is proportional to the minimal “x” which is
dependent on the intermolecular distance between the semiconductor and the metal.
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Experimentally reported values [30] are between 0.2 to 0.5eV for electrons and up to 0.8eV
for holes. The above discussion has led us to realize that that although organic materials are
less prone to defect-related interface states the pinning of the electrode and the associated,
relatively high, contact barrier is an issue that must be affecting high quality organic solar
cells. We wish to examine the effect of image-charge pinning by including it explicitly in the
device model.
We start our analysis with a simplified single-layer device, a structure in which an
active layer is sandwiched between the two electrodes. This single layer could represent a
bulk heterojunction with the HOMO and LUMO levels being of the donor and acceptor
materials, respectively. Figure 44 shows the device structure and notations used. Specifically,
it shows that we intend to compare two situations where the contact WF is 0.24eV below
(above) the LUMO (HOMO) level. In the first we are not interested in the mechanisms leading
to energetic position of the contact and simply place it there. In the second, we assume it was
pinned by the image-charge potential (or ICT state) and we assume the molecular distance
between the metal and semiconductor is 0.5nm so that equation (1.26) results in 0.24eV.
There is no physical justification for choosing the 0.24eV but for it being at the lower end of
experimentally reported values[30]. The general approach of accounting for image-potential
is very similar to the one used in ref[110] but instead of only introducing the barrier lowering
effect we explicitly include the image-potential curve in the simulation[111].

Figure 44: Schematic energy levels of the materials – simulating a single-layer device with cathode’s (anode’s) WF close
to the materials LUMO (HOMO).

4.3.2. Effects of the Pinning Mechanism
Moving to the simulations results, Figure 45a shows the calculated dark current
density for the two scenarios mentioned, in which contacts are pinned 0.24eV within the gap.
The energy separation between the electrodes (built-in potential) was 0.88eV hence the
forward bias mainly shows the diode behavior which in these simulations is ideal. We remind
the reader that the common explicit inclusion of image charge barrier lowering

   


qE 
 [108] would result in an overestimate of the forward current as it
4 

underestimates the space charge enhancement of the barrier close to the contact[112].
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Examining the reverse bias range we note that, for the simulation with the image charge
potential, the reverse injection is higher in agreement with the picture of image charge
induced band-gap narrowing[36] at the contacts (we return to this point in the discussion of
Figure 46).
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Figure 45: J-V curves of the simulated device under both assumptions (a) at dark and (b) under illumination. (c) Overall
electron current along the device and its drift and diffusion components. Dashed and full lines as in a and b. The inset is
a zoom on the total currents close to the anode side. (d) Same as in b but for a semiconductor that is disordered and
characterized by a Gaussian DOS (=3kT, T=300k). The inset shows the position of the Gaussians relative to the
HOMO/LUMO levels used for the non-disordered semiconductor.

Figure 45b shows the calculated J-V curves under one Sun illumination thus enabling
the comparison of the photo conversion efficiency (PCE) of the two scenarios. We note that
accounting explicitly for the image charge potential results in lower short-circuit current (JSC)
and lower PCE. In ideal P-N diodes, the leakage current is due to generation-recombination
mechanisms, across the gap, and hence a higher leakage would indicate higher recombination
losses and thus also lower JSC. However, in the metal-semiconductor-metal considered here
the reverse leakage current is due to injection over the reverse injection barrier [113, 114].
Therefore, it is interesting to verify whether larger reverse injection is also an indication for
higher contact-induced recombination. In Figure 45c we plotted the current only due to
electrons showing the drift and diffusion components separately. The results are for one Sun
illumination and a bias level of 0.6V. As one would expect, the drift current (round symbols)
is negative as the internal voltage is extracting the electrons through the cathode. The charge
distribution, on the other hand, gives rise to diffusion (square symbols) in both directions
(towards the contacts). The most relevant insight, to the present discussion, is revealed by
the total electron current - it is high close to the electrons extracting electrode and is reduced
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towards the holes extracting electrode. Naturally, the holes current (not shown) has opposite
dependence such that the overall current is constant across the device. In the inset to Figure
45c we zoom on the electron current close to the holes extracting electrode. Note that the
electrons current is changing sign, indicating that there are electrons flowing towards the
holes extracting contact or that there is recombination loss at that contact. We also note that
the inclusion of the image charge potential allows the contact to collect electrons from a
larger distance thus making the contact-induced recombination loss more significant.
In the above we discussed the effect of the image force in narrowing the gap close to
the electrodes thus enhancing the reverse dark leakage current as well as the contact induced
recombination loss under one Sun illumination. To make it clearer we show in Figure 46 the
computed energy band diagram for the scenarios discussed. Figure 46a and Figure 46b are
dark characteristics at short-circuit (Vappl=0) for the 0.24eV barrier and the image charge
potential case, respectively. The arrows denote the energy required to activate the reverse
injection for the two device structures. One can see that the image charge potential
narrowing of the gap lower the barrier thus enhancing the reverse leakage current. Figure
46c and Figure 46d are plotted for the same device structures but under one Sun illumination
and applied bias of 0.6V (for the position on the PCE curve see the vertical dashed line in
Figure 45b). The horizontal arrows in Figure 46c and Figure 46d mark the region where the
energy band structure is different between the two structures. We see that for the image
charge potential case (Figure 46d) it is easier for the charges to flow in the “wrong” direction
and recombine at the contacts. Since the recombination is of charges at the contact that is
designed to collect the opposite charge one may refer to it as minority-carrier recombination
at the contact.
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Figure 46: (a) Energy level diagram of the device without illumination and with no bias applied, when assuming energy
barrier of 0.24eV (b) Similar to a, but taking the image charge potential into account, with Δx=0.5nm. The vertical
arrows denote the energy required to activate the reverse injection for the two device structures. (c-d) Energy level
diagrams under standard illumination and applied bias of 0.6V, with and without the image charge potential. Here the
horizontal arrows mark the region where the energy band structure is different between the two structures, where loss
is due to minority-carrier contacts-recombination.

5. Results and Discussion – Fabrication
5.1.

ZnO/CdS Solar Cells

Timewise, this sub project was the first and longest (~3.5 years) and at its bottom line
it was not successful. Therefore, we summarize below mainly the points that could help
someone starting a similar task. In this work, we have focused mainly on one inorganic
composition: ZnO NWs on which CdS was deposited by chemical vapor deposition (CVD).
Here, the inorganic top layer serves as the absorber and electron’s donor layer. Excitons
dissociate at the top-layer/ZnO interface, where the ZnO serves as the acceptor (note the
‘donor’ and ‘acceptor’ usage in the context of excitonic PV devices [1]).
Substrates with ZnO NWs, filled by CdS, were transferred from Prof. Taleb Mokari's
laboratory at BGU to the Technion, for deposition of the holes transforming layer (HTL) and
thermal evaporation of the top electrode.
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Figure 47: Gradual CdS filling of ZnO NWs. SEM cross section images of (a) ZnO NWs only. (b) One CdS CVD cycle. (b) Two
CdS CVD cycles. (d) Three CdS CVD cycles. (e) Four CdS CVD cycles. (f) Five CdS CVD cycles. (g) UV−vis absorbance spectra
of the different filling stages. All scale bars are 100 nm. Absorbance spectra were recorded using glass substrates; SEM
was performed on Si substrates. Fabrication and images by Michael Volokh from BGU [82].

Although cross-sections of ZnO NWs coated with CdS material seemed promising
(Figure 47), observation of the substrates, either with optical microscope or naked eyes,
showed irregularities and variety of patterns and phenomena (Figure 48), and we believe this
was the main reason for our low and non-repeatable performance. Note further discussion
of leakage currents in our devices in chapter 5.3.

Figure 48: Optical microscope images of several substrates after ZnO NWs/CdS (CVD method) deposition.

Our best ZnO/CdS device, showing PCE of 0.036%, was fabricated using the “PR
procedure” (in which the substrate is covered with photoresist prior to the NWs growth –see
chapter 5.3.1). Seven CdS filling cycles were carried out, on which Spiro-OMeTAD:C60F36 was
spin-coated at 2000RPM, and gold electrode was evaporated.
Without the PR process, PCE of 0.009% was achieved. Fabrication and performance of
the two devices are summarized in the following tables:
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Table 8: Main fabrication steps of two ‘ZnO NWs/CdS’ Solar cells.

Procedure

Pixel
area

ZnO

A - Published in
Wet seeding layer + NWs
0.9 mm2
[82]
growth

B - With “PR
procedure”

MVD deposition (on top
0.9 mm2 PR) + NWs growth + PR
removal + MVD shell

CdS deposition

HTL + Top
electrode

2 CVD cycles

Spiro-OMeTAD:
Li-TFSI+tBP
@2000RPM /
150nm Au

7 CVD cycles

SpiroOMeTAD:C60F36
@2000RPM /
150nm Au

Table 9: Performance of two ‘ZnO NWs/CdS’ Solar cells – the best devices fabricated according to the procedures
detailed in Table 8.

Device

Jcs[mA/cm2]

Voc[V]

FF[0-1]

PCE[%]

A - Published in
[82]

0.19

0.14

0.32

0.009

B - With “PR
procedure”

1.19

0.09

0.33

0.036

Figure 49: (a) J-V characteristics of the two ITO/ZnO NWs/CdS/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au devices detailed in Table 8. (b) Zoomin of the same curves, and (c) EQE measurement of device A (red), together with the UV-vis absorbance spectrum
measured on analogous glass-substrates with ZnO NWs and CdS layers (blue). O.D. = -log10 (I/I0).

5.2.

ZnO/Conjugated-Polymer Cells

In similarity to the ZnO/CdS composition described above, here we were aiming at
using organic material for filling in-between and above the ZnO NWs, serving as the absorbing
material. As detailed in the previous chapter, the ZnO is the acceptor material, meaning the
exciton must reach the ZnO/polymer interface in order to dissociate and contribute to the
photocurrent [1]. Hybrid composites of semiconducting polymers and metal oxides may serve
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for cheap, easily processed and flexible solar cells. Several reviews of this emerging field have
been published [43, 55].
In the current work, tens of devices were fabricated, trying to achieve a stable and
repeatable solar cell incorporation ZnO-NWs/P3HT or ZnO-NWs/F8BT. Energy levels of the
materials used is presented in Figure 50

Figure 50: Energy levels of the materials used in our ZnO/polymer solar cells.

Our best performance, being PCE of 0.069%, was recorded using the “PR process”
(chapter 5.3.1) in the following structure: ITO/ZnO NWs/P3HT/MoO3/Au. However, it should
be mentioned that the process was not repeatable, and that even this specific sample was
not stable during its repeating measurements.
Using a common-cathode configuration (chapter 5.3.2) increased the uniformity
between the samples and between neighboring cells on the same sample. The highest PCE
recorded using this configuration was 0.040% for the same materials combination of ITO/ZnO
NWs/P3HT/MoO3/Au.
Table 10: Main fabrication steps of two ‘ZnO NWs/P3HT’ Solar cells.

Procedure

Substrate and ZnO seeding layer +
pixel area
NWs

Conjugated
polymer

MVD dry seeding
ITO-patterned layer (above PR) + P3HT 30mg/1ml
PR process
glass
NWs growth + PR DCB. Process in
(chapter 5.3.1)
2
0.9mm
removal + MVD
5.2.1 below
shell
common cathode
(chapter 5.3.3)

ITO-coated
glass
3mm2

MVD dry seeding P3HT 30mg/1ml
layer + NWs growth DCB. Process in
+ MVD shell
5.2.1 below
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Top electrode
evaporation

MoO3(10nm) + Au

MoO3(10nm) + Au

Table 11: Performance of two ‘ZnO NWs/CdS’ Solar cells – the best devices fabricated according to the procedures
detailed in Table 8.

Device

Jcs[mA/cm2]

Voc[V]

FF[0-1]

PCE[%]

A - PR process
(chapter 5.3.1)

1.0

0.21

0.33

0.069

B - common
cathode
(chapter 5.3.3)

0.7

0.16

0.36

0.040

Comments

Improved
uniformity onand between
samples

Figure 51: J-V characteristics of the two ITO/ZnO NWs/P3HT/MoO3/Au devices detailed in
Table 10

It is worth mentioning that as far as we are aware of, ZnO/P3HT solar cells are typically
inefficient. In [58], for example, the reported ZnO/P3HT PCE is low (up to 0.02%, after 4 weeks
in ambient air), and TiO2-shell is required on the NWs.
In this work, we have intended to use the process as a tool for understanding the
hybrid ZnO/polymer solar cells in general, the hybrid interface specifically.

5.2.1. Infiltration of the Polymer between the NWs
The organic materials in this work, similar to what is done worldwide, are spin-coated
on top of the ZnO NWs layer. However, infiltration of the polymer chains in-between the ZnO
nanowires might not be easy. Some researchers believe that forming continuous
interpenetrating networks throughout the photoactive film is difficult to achieve [115] and
that performance may be limited by the infiltration of the polymer into the porous structures
of metal oxide[41].
One method for improving the organic material penetration is applying solventannealing after spin-coating, by exposing the samples to solvent vapor under controlled
conditions. This method has been used in our laboratory while working with block copolymer
[116].
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Figure 52: SEM image of P3HT spin-coated on ZnO NWs. In (a) the polymer seemed to infiltrate well in between the
NWs, while in (b) no infiltration is observed.

The following table summarizes the process we have found to give the best
performance. The different ideas were acquired from separate papers or suggestions.
Table 12: Our best process for P3HT infiltration in between the ZnO NWs.

Step

Details

Solution preparation
(in advance)

Mix P3HT (Rieke): 30mg per 1 ml DCB. Re-mix prior to usage.

UV ozone cleaning

20 minutes exposure to UV in an oxygen-reach atmosphere (+5 minutes
hold prior to chamber opening).

Solvent applying in
the hood

1. Drip 100µl clean Acetonitrile on the sample.
2. Spin at 1000rpm for 60s.

Polymer applying in
the glove box +
solvent annealing +
heat annealing

1. Drip 30µ of the P3HT solution on the sample.
2. Wait for 20s, than spin at 800rpm for 60s.
3. Locate the samples in a petri-dish on an empty microscope slide, and
drip DCB on the dish’s bottom. Wait for 45 minutes (a simplified “solvent
annealing” treatment)
4. Anneal for 5 minutes in a pre-heated oven, set to 225⁰C, in nitrogen
atmosphere.

5.3.

Leakage Current in the Solar Cells

Throughout the work, in many of the devices fabricated (in various configurations) we
have encountered high leakage (reverse) currents, together with low performance of the
devices under one Sun illumination. Although different reasons could lead to such behavior,
we have come to believe that free-floating ZnO particles were attached to the grown NWs,
leading to leakage paths between the bottom ZnO layer and the top evaporated electrode,
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and preventing the fabrication of stable, efficient solar cell. Greene et al. [58] reporting an
almost identical CBD process for the NWs growth, referred to such ZnO particles “capable of
short-circuiting our devices" just as well.
It was found that devices in which thin ZnO layer (deposited using EPD, seeding or
MVD methods) tend to show a better diode-like I-V, and higher open-circuit values,
comparing to NWs or thick-film devices. In one device (ITO/ZnO Thin Film/F8BT/MoO3/Au)
Voc as high as 1.09V was measured (although with very low current). In this case the thin ZnO
layer was deposited using EPD technique, and the polymer was spin-coated from a p-Xylene
based solution.
The mentioned ZnO chunks were observed in SEM images of the NWs surface, and
were hinted also in alpha-step surface examination (Figure 53). Few explanations were given:
A. Homogeneous nucleation of ZnO often occurs inside the chemical bath during the
NWs growth. The products of such nucleation might adsorb to the vertically aligned
NW arrays’ surface (Figure 53(a, b)). As part of our collaboration, the growth process
was gradually improved. However an empty-enough grown layer was not yet
achieved.
B. Irregularity in the seeding step, prior to growing the NWs, led to irregularity in the
wires' layer – either extra-grown areas as in Figure 53(c) or missing NWs as in (d). The
height of such ‘extra’ NWs, as in Figure 53(c), is estimated to be ~400nm.

(b) 08/2014

(a) 08/2014
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(c) 08/2014

(d) 08/2014

(f) 10/2012

(e) 10/2012

Figure 53: SEM images of Si-substrates with NWs layers, top views, showing in-homogeneity in the layers due to
different reasons: (a, b) Homogeneous nucleations that were adsorbed to the surface (c, d) irregularities in the seeding
step led to abnormal NWs growth (e) Profilometer scan of a NW layer in a 4-pixels-substrate, indicating its rough surface
(f) Optical microscope image, 5X, of a 4-pixels-substrate with NWs layer, indicating typical problems in the layer, even in
the macro-scale.

Note that the SEM images are taken from layers grown on Si-substrates, while devices
are fabricated on patterned glass substrates with ITO as the bottom layer. Comparison
between the behavior of Si and ITO substrates was done in early stages on the project, and
the NWs were found to grow similarly on the two substrates.
A lot of effort was put into improving the ZnO NWs layers, as detailed in Michael
Volokh’s thesis [in preparation]. Indeed the density of leftover ‘chunks’ was decreased, and
NWs quality has improved, but not enough for eliminating the leakage currents.
During the project, one reasonable assumption was that even if the NWs in the pixel’s
area are good enough, charge carriers will find their way via leakage paths outside the defined
pixel and throughout the entire sample.
To overcome this phenomenon we have first tried removing unneeded areas of the
NWs array by manually wiping the sample with diluted Hydrochloric acid (HCl). We have also
tried depositing a 120-240nm layer of Silicon dioxide (SiO2), an insulator, in the areas between
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the pixels, using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), with the substrates
being covered with a metal shadow mask.
The results were not significant and both methods did not yield a clear improvement,
and it was hard to determine whether the basic assumption (regarding leakage paths in the
sample) was wrong or the two methods were too ‘manually’ in nature. We therefor examined
other methods, as detailed below:

5.3.1. Isolating between Pixels (during NWs growth).
Our “photoresist (PR) procedure” was developed in order to grow the ZnO NWs on
the active areas alone. We wished to eliminate leakage paths, and separate between pixels
on a single substrate.
In this procedure, one covers the substrate with (negative) photoresist AZ2070 and
uses photolithography in order to remove the PR at the active areas alone. Seeding layer is
then deposited using a dry MVD process and NWs are grown from this layer. The PR is then
removed from the sample, leaving only the separate active areas with grown NWs, and bare
glass in between. The process is detailed in Table 6.
Different problems were encountered, among them alignment of the mask on the
substrate being covered with PR and without any clear alignment marks, and the lift-off
process, where we finally used hot NMP. PR deposition, exposure and development were
performed on every substrate separately.

Figure 54: (a) schematic draw of the shadow mask (printed on a plastic slide) used for photolithography. The dark
squares (1mmx1mm or 2mmx2mm) are located above the pixels, defined by the ITO and polyamide layers. (b) A
substrate with PR after development, the active area is naked while PR is observed all around it. (c) The large
(2mmx2mm) pixel on a substrate after NWs growth and PR liftoff. One notices that NWs layer was mistakenly removed
from the active area in the top part of the picture.

One issue was the appearance of circles in the grown NWs arrays. This was probably
a result of the PR ‘walls’ that confined air bubbles on the active area. A special holder was
fabricated by Michael Volokh in order to overcome this problem.
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Figure 55: (a) One substrate after NWs growth and PR lift-off. Two pixels are observed with circles (probably due to air
bubbles). (b) The double-tilt holder designed by M. Volokh from BGU to overcome the problem.

The results of using the “PR process” were, to some amount, ambiguous. The new
process increased the sample’s uniformity and decreased the amount of leaky \ shorten
measurements. However, we could not observe a performance improvement, and the
convergence efficiency was still low, as observed in Figure 56. It is possible that infiltration or
interface issues limited the performance in this hybrid structure of ZnO/PCDTBT.

Figure 56: J-V results comparing the “standard” and “PR” fabrication process. See device’s structure in the graph’s title.

We have also considered was using electrophoresis deposition (EPD) in order to
deposit the ZnO on the ITO pattern alone, without the material being attached to the bare
glass between the pixels. However, the method could be implemented for the seeding layer
alone, and not for the NWs growth. It was examined and tested by Michael Volokh, and is
detailed in his thesis [in preparation].
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5.3.2. Common-Cathode Configuration.
In the substrates used for most of our devices, a common anode is deposited using
thermal evaporation (Figure 26a). Assuming that leakage paths exist via ZnO “bumps”
reaching the top layer, we have also tried to use a common-cathode structure, which is much
more customary in the OPV and OLED research.
In the common-cathode configuration the ITO is deposited over a wide area on the
glass substrate, and the top evaporated metal defines the active area (3 mm2 in our case).
This configuration is widely used for OPV and OLED devices.

Figure 57: substrates used in a common-cathode configuration. (a) A scheme of the substrate with one ITO strip, as
purchased from PsiOTec Ltd. (b) A scheme of the mask used for top-electrode evaporation. (c) A substrate at end of the
fabrication process.

Indeed, using this configuration improved the uniformity among samples and among
pixels on the same sample. However, the performance was still low and the convergence
efficiency did not reach our highest recorded, as detailed at the beginning of this chapter,
and is summarized in Table 10, Table 11 and Figure 51.

5.4.

Other Results

5.4.1. MVD results
It was found that adding ZnO-shell above the ZnO-NWs, deposited using the dry, layerby-layer process of molecular vapor deposition (MVD, a.k.a atomic layer deposition) improves
the solar cell’s performance. Two explanations for this improvement were suggested:
A. A modification of the ZnO/top layer interface, in a way that increases the change
of exciton dissociation and charge transfer to the counter electrodes.
B. Sealing of ‘pin-holes’ in the ZnO layer, through which the donor material could
contact the ITO layer at the bottom of the structure.
Currently we could not distinguish between the two (or other) explanation, but the
importance of this additional layer was clear.
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Figure 58: J-V curves for ITO/ZnO NWs w/wo treatment/F8BT/MoO3/Au cells, measured under AM 1.5G standard
illuminations, with and without adding thin ZnO shell using MVD tool.

Table 13: Characteristicsc of the two ITO/ZnO NWs w/wo treatment/F8BT/MoO3/Au cells plotted in Figure 58.

device

Jcs(mA/cm2)

Voc(V)

PCE(%)

#1 – no treatment above the ZnO NWs
#2 – with additional ZnO shell, 11nm
thick, deposited by MVD

0.10

0.06

1.5e-3

0.15

0.20

8.4e-3

MVD deposition of ZnO was also used to create a seeding layer (a layer from which
NWs will 'grow') in the "PR process", where the samples are covered with photoresist except
for the active areas themselves. We have used 150 cycles of the process, which were found
to deposit 21nm of ZnO film.

Figure 59: SEM image of ZnO NWs grown on ZnO film deposited using V+MVD. In this image the ZnO film is estimated at
25-35nm thick. NWs grown and image taken by M. Volokh at BGU.

5.4.2. HSL in ZnO/CdS cells
Excitonic solar cells in which the absorbing material is inorganic, usually contain a hole
selective layer (HSL) which might be either organic or inorganic. Spiro-OMeTAD (full name:
2,2´,7,7´-tetrakis-(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)9,9´-spirobifluorene) is a small-molecule
organic material commonly used in this role. Spiro-OMeTAD is very common in perovskitebased solar cells ([117-119] and many others), due to its suitable energy levels of
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approximately -5.0eV (HOMO) and -1.5eV (LUMO) [119]. However, the pristine material is
not conductive enough, and doping is required [120-123].
Two different doping approaches were examined:
A. Doping the material with 5% (by weight) C60F36. This compound had been used in
our group and was found as an effective p-dopant for the π-conjugated polymer
P3HT which share similar HOMO level as Spiro-OMeTAD [124]. Two solutions
where first prepared separately: 126.7mg spiro-OMeTAD in 1ml CB and 20mg
C60F36 in 1ml CB. After stirring separately, 0.25ml of the C60F36 solution was added
per each 0.75ml spiro solution, leading to a 5% impurity (by weight).
B. Doping with two ionic compounds: tBP and Li-TFSI. Those additives are very
common, in various concentrations, for doping spiro-OMeTAD [123, 125-127] and
for other purposes [115]. It should be noted, however, that others found those
additives to be insufficient [122], similar to what we’ve found in the current work.
In several works the devices were left overnight in air to achieve spiro-OMeTAD
doping via oxidation [128].
Here 103mg spiro-OMeTAD was dissolved in 1ml CB and stirred using a magnetic
stirrer. 4-tert-butylpyridine (tBP) (Sigma Aldrich) was first added in ratio of 0.1µl
tBP per 1mg_spiro. Bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide lithium salt (Li-TFSI) (SigmaAldrich) in Acetonitrile (170mg Li-TFSI in 1ml Acetonitrile) was secondly added
with ratio of 0.42µl solution per 1mg_spiro.
The doped solutions were tested both for conductivity (by measuring I-V
characteristic of ITO/spiro-OMeTAD/Au structure) and absorbance. All materials were spincoated inside the GB. The results indicate that adding C60F36 to the pristine material yields a
doped, relatively high-conducting material (Figure 60 and Figure 61 below).

Figure 60: I-V characteristic of ITO/spiro-OMeTAD/Au where spin-coat was done inside the GB and the samples were
not exposed to air. (a) All tested solutions. (b) Only the low-conducting materials (c) legend for the two figures.
Positive/negative bias refers to the gold electrode. In each sample only one pixel (#3) is presented.
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Figure 61: Absorption spectra of the different spiro-OMeTAD layers, where spin-coat was done inside the GB but the
measurement at ambient air. Insets show magnified images of the neutral spiro-OMeTAD peak at 370nm and the
oxidized spiro-OMeTAD peak at 520nm. See, for comparison, figure 3 in [123] and figure 4 in [120].

Absorption spectra was done on ~300nm-thick samples.
ITO-covered glass pieces with a spiro-OMeTAD:C60F36 (5%) were found to have a
uniform cover of dots, approximately 700nm high and 40µm width (Figure 62). Those dots
were not seen either in the pristine layer or in the material doped according to method B (no
images), and they are believed to be nanoparticles of the dopant. For that reason, the
solution was mixed inside a hot water bath (up to 50°C) for few hours before spin-coating on
the devices (no image).

(b)

(a)

Figure 62: (a) Optical microscope image (10X) of a ITO-covered glass piece with spiro-OMeTAD:C60F36 (5%) and (b)
alpha-step scan of a single dot.

Other materials were considered to be used at the HSL, among them PEDOT:PSS, F8
and poly-TPD doped with C60F36 . Kim et al. [129] and others are using P3HT as electron
blocking layer on top of the inorganic materials.
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5.4.3. MoO3 in ZnO/polymer cells
Molybdenum trioxide (MoO3) is a transition metal oxide that is used widely at the
holes injection or extraction electrode, which is known to improve both OPVs [130] and
OLEDs [131] performance. The review by Meyer et al. [132] includes energy levels and
working principles for this compound, together with few other oxides.
Our devices reinforced this claim, and indeed solar cells without the MoO3 buffer layer
showed higher leakage currents and worse performance.

Figure 63: J-V curves for two ITO/ZnO NWs/P3HT/(MoO3)/Au cells, measured at darkness and under one sun standard
illumination. The performance of the cell without MoO3 (red lines) is negatively affected due to the lack of this buffer
layer.
Table 14: properties of the two ITO/ZnO NWs/P3HT/MoO3/Au cells plotted in Figure 65.

Device

Jcs(mA/cm2)

Voc(V)

PCE(%)

#1 – with MoO3
(best pixel out of ~6 similar devices)

0.70

0.16

0.040

#2 – without MoO3

0.14

0.04

0.001

5.4.4. Instability
In one experiment, we have fabricated a cell of ITO/ZnO NWs/P3HT/MoO3/Au
structure, and left if for one month in ambient air (after [58]). Surprisingly, while the J-V curve
measured immediately at the end of the fabrication process was leaky, the device behaved
much ‘nicer’ after the one month delay, with less leakage currents and five-time higher
efficiency (Figure 64 and Table 15).
This phenomenon, apart from being unclear, also cast some doubt or our previous
conclusion blaming the physical irregularities in the NWs layer as causing the leakage.
Exposing the device to HCl vapors for few seconds made its characteristic leaky again, and
waiting for another two weeks at ambient air slightly reversed this change.
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Figure 64: J-V curves for ITO/ZnO NWs/P3HT/MoO3/Au cell, measured under AM1.5G standard illuminations, at 4
different circumstances: after fabrication, after one month at ambient air, after exposure to HCl vapors for few seconds,
and after a second wait of two weeks at ambient air.
Table 15: properties of the ITO/ZnO NWs/P3HT/MoO3/Au cell plotted in Figure 64, measured under AM 1.5G standard
illumination, immediately after fabrication, and after one month delay in ambient air.

Measurement

Jcs(mA/cm2)

Voc(V)

PCE(%)

#1 – after fabrication

0.42

0.02

2e-3

#2 – after one month at ambient air

0.35

0.08

8e-3

Several ideas were suggested trying to explain the leakage disappearance. One idea is
that oxidation of the ZnO reduces the conductance of some leakage paths, eliminates them
and enable a better performance of the cell. This explanation deals well with the fact that
NWs have shown larger improvement after the month's delay (relatively to samples with thin
ZnO layer), but cannot explain the fact that we have seen a modification in a control device
that lack the ZnO layer.
A second idea ‘blames’ the evaporated layer. According to this suggestion, evaporated
gold particles penetrate into the organic layer during the evaporation process, and cause
leakage paths, but may diffuse slowly and attach to the bulk layer, thus slowly decreasing the
leakage currents.
In few other experiments, the measured J-V characteristic kept changing during
several minutes or hours, either due to the time passing or to the exposure to high intensity
light. Figure 65 shows an ITO/ZnO NWs/CdS/MoO3(50nm)/Au, measured once under
standard one sun illumination and then repeatedly at dark conditions. During 11 minutes, the
signal keeps changing, and did not return to its original shape (measured before illumination
took place).
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Figure 65: J-V curves for one SC, showing changes in the J-V curves in sequential measurements. The ITO/ZnO
NWs/CdS/MoO3(50nm)/Au was measured once under illumination and repeatedly at dark conditions.

Manor et al. [133] found that generation and degeneration of shunts in the ZnO holeblocking layer may explain the cell degradation and restoration, respectively.
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Part III: Summary and Conclusions
6. Summary and Conclusions
In this work, we have implemented a drift-diffusion-Poisson computational tool and
used it to rigorously investigate several aspects of organic devices. We started with simulating
an elecrons-only device containing organic/inorganic interface [45] and studying the effect of
ZnO doping on its injection properties into an F8:F8BT mixed layer. While the energetic
difference between the ZnO conduction band and the organic component’s LUMO did not
change as a function of doping, the efficiency of electron injection was enhanced. Using the
implemented device simulations we found that the J-V characteristics of electrons only
devices, where electrons are injected through the ZnO, could be reproduced by introducing
surface traps at the interface of the ZnO and the organic layer. It was shown that the traps
could be modeled by single energy trap states and the effect of higher Cs doping was modeled
as making these states shallower. Ultraviolet photoemission measured on ZnO confirmed
these findings. These results reveal that controlling the sub-bandgap states of injection layers
is a promising route to enhance the efficiency of light-emitting diodes based on organic,
quantum dot and perovskite active layers.
We have then used the model to rigorously investigate charge blocking layers (BLs) in
thin-film solar cells, one specific implementation of ‘interfacial layers’ [103]. Both EBLs and
HBLs were examined. We were motivated by the argument that cells with Voc that is above
Vbi are prone to low fill factors or S shape although the notion of blocking contacts does not
necessarily implies that. We found that when the contacts are made blocking ones and the
open circuit exceeds the built-in potential, the extra potential or the difference between Voc
and Vbi drops across the interface (layers) next to the contacts. The slope of these potential
drops, at both the anode and cathode side, is such that they oppose charge extraction. This
could be viewed as extraction barrier or serial resistance. Namely, the serial resistance and
the accompanying S shape are indeed inherent to most practical blocking layers.
We also found that it is possible to design the blocking layers such that the resistivity
is minimized and the S shape would disappear, making the blocking as in the ideal blocking
contacts. We discussed two obvious, yet challenging, paths to achieve this. Firstly, use sub
10nm thick blocking layers. This is challenging since it is very difficult to produce such a thin
layer that would truly block charge motion through it. This would typically be due to pinholes
and defect-assisted tunneling. Secondly, one could use for the BLs materials with relatively
high charge carrier mobility. Manifesting such material properties will require dedicated
synthesis aimed at providing not only the right energetic position of the levels but also to
result in mobility values of ~10-1cm2v-1s-1. A third method to reduce the resistivity could be N
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or P doping of the HBL and EBL, respectively. Such doping may compromise the sought
enhanced Voc and is the topic of future suggested studies.
We concluded by examining the representation of contact pinning at the ICT state as
an image charge potential in the device simulation model [134]. Self-consistent inclusion of
the image charge potential requires it’s additions to both the majority and minority carriers’
energy band. This leads to narrowing of the electronic energy band at the contact which
affects both the diode’s leakage current and the contacts’ recombination. We found that
these effects are largely due to the effect of the image charge potential on energy band of
the minority charge carriers at the contact interface. It was also observed that in the specific
case of a high energy barrier (at the contact), the VOC is directly dictated by the energy
difference between the two contacts’ workfunction. In the case of such a harsh effect, it is
difficult to significantly enhance the device performance with the aid of blocking layers. While
the VOC would be improved, it will be at the cost of additional serial resistance that may also
appear as an S shape. As was shown in ref [103], such S shape could be avoided if the blocking
layers are chosen to have significantly higher charge carrier mobility value.
In its second part, the thesis summarizes experimental effort to fabricate ZnO NWsbased solar cells, in collaboration with Prof. Taleb Mokari from BGU [82]. Several aspects
were surveyed, pointing out issues that would help someone starting a similar task in the
future.
The main problem we have encountered was the appearance of leaky currents, which
we relate to defects in the ZnO-NWs arrays. Isolating between the pixels (by applying
photoresist on the device prior to growing the NWs) has increased the measured efficiency
of the cells, with the best ZnO/P3HT device showing power conversion efficiency of 0.069%.
Using a different configuration in which the cathode of the pixels is common, such that the
device will be less sensitive to defects in the ZnO layer, has indeed improved the uniformity,
but yielded low PCE of 0.04%.
The ZnO/organic interface was found (and known) to be of critical importance to the
efficiency of such hybrid solar cells. In one experiment, for example, additional ZnO-shell on
the grown ZnO-NWs was found to improve the cell’s performance. We believe that
understanding the organic/inorganic interface is the key to realizing the potential hidden in
the hybrid technology, and hope that this work would serve as a step, even though small,
towards the understanding and implementation of efficient, cheap and environmentalfriendly light harvesting.
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Part IV: Appendixes and Bibliography
7. Appendixes
7.1.

Appendix A – Simulation Files

The simulation files could be received from Prof. Nir Tessle: nir@ef.technion.ac.il. All
files are listed in the following table
Table 16: List of files

Files

Description

main_TrapsExample.m
main_NDExample.m
main_NWsExample.m
paramsTrapsExample.m
paramsNDExample.m
paramsNWsExample.m
applyInterfaceWidth10.m
build_structure_traps7.m
build_structure13.m
calc_BC_values5.m
calc_traps9.m
calcRecombination6.m
change_evaluation4.m
current_density3.m
EinsteinR.m
excitonGeneration5.m
init_n0_p0_12.m
isEven.m
LUMO_mat_correct5.m
mix_2d_Poisson2sparse_3.m
mySurf.m
Name_add_script.m
photoGeneration3.m
photoGenerationAtInterface5.m
plot_current_matrixes_script.m
plot_Energy_Levels_AsIs3.m
plot_Energy_Levels_Script9.m
plot_structure2.m
plot_trapsCurrent_matrixes_script.m
plotError3.m
plotImages3.m
plotJ4.m
plotJvsX.m
Poisson_matrices_build3.m

‘main’ file – scripts that could be run for
executing the calculation (details on each
example in following appendix).
Parameters files – in each simulation run a
single file is used.

Scripts and functions that might be executed
during the calculation.
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Files

Description

sanity_checks_script.m
solve_Bernoulli20.m
trapsConstFD_elec.m
trapsExpFD_elec.m
trapsGaussFD_elec.m
trapsGaussFD_holes.m
trapsStruct1.m
trapsStruct2.m
trapsStruct3.m
trapsStruct4.m
trapsStruct5.m
A script for graphically presented the results
of a single calculation
A script for plotting resulted J-V or several
output files on the save figure.

showResults.m
IVplot.m
saveResults_energyLevelsAsIs.m
saveResults_energyLevelsResult.m
saveResults_IV.m
saveResults_JnJpJall.m
saveResults_n2.m
plot_Energy_Levels_AsIs3_func.m
plot_Energy_Levels_bias_func.m
delExcelSheet.m

Scripts and functions for saving the
calculation results in an Excel file.

Results/..

Output file examples

7.2.

Appendix B – Simulation Parameters

Table 17: Parameters for the ‘traps’ example in chapter 2.2.3 (Figure 18)

Parameter

Value

Metal WF – cathode (eV)

-4.24

Metal WF – anode (eV)

-5.12

LUMO(eV)

-4.0

HOMO(eV)

-5.36

 - Relative permittivity

3
-3

N DOS - Density of states (cm )

1021

 n - Electron mobility (cm2/V/sec)

1∙10-3

 p - Hole mobility (cm2/V/sec)

---

Thickness (nm)

100

-3

Doping (cm )

0

100

Generation properties

No generation

Traps properties
Type
Et (eV)
Nt (cm-3)

#3 - Single energy level
0.4eV below LUMO level
1018

Recombination properties

No recombination

External bias

0

MATLAB Files
Script to run
Parameters script
Results file

main_TrapsExample.m
paramsTrapsExample.m
results/resThesisTrapsEx.mat

Table 18: Parameters for the ‘modified DOS’ example in chapter 2.3.1.2 (Figure 21)

Parameter

Value

Metal WF – cathode (eV)

-4.24

Metal WF – anode (eV)

-4.24

LUMO(eV)

-4.0

HOMO(eV)

-5.36

 - Relative permittivity

3

N DOS - Density of states (cm-3)

1021 / 1019

 n - Electron mobility (cm2/V/sec)

1∙10-3

 p - Hole mobility (cm2/V/sec)

---

Thickness (nm)

100

Doping (cm-3)

0

Generation properties

No generation

Traps properties

No traps

Recombination properties

No recombination (e-only device)

External bias

0

MATLAB Files
Script to run
Parameters script
Results file

main_NDExample.m
paramsNDExample.m
results/resThesisNDEx.mat

Table 19: Parameters for the ‘NanoWires’ example in chapter 2.3.2 (Figure 22)

Parameter

ZnO Layer

P3HT Layer

Metal WF – cathode (eV)

-4.54

---
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Metal WF – anode (eV)

---

-4.86

LUMO(eV)

-4.3

-3.5

HOMO(eV)

-7.7

-5.1

 - Relative permittivity

8.12

3

N DOS - Density of states (cm-3)

3.5∙1018

1021

 n - Electron mobility (cm2/V/sec)

2

10-6

 p - Hole mobility (cm2/V/sec)

10-6

10-4

Dimensions (nm)
Buffer layer thickness (below NWs)
NWs height
NWs diameter
NWs pitch (cycle)
Polymer layer thickness (above NWs)
Doping (cm-3)
0
Illumination
Light intensity (mW/cm2)
Light spectrum
Absorption
Absorption profile
α- Absorption coefficient (1/nm)
Exciton diffusion and dissociation
τ1 - Exciton life time (sec)
DX - Exciton diff. constant (m2/sec)
γ – interface-dissociation factor
Traps properties
Recombination properties
Recombination model
Kinterface – recombination rate (1/sec)
External bias
MATLAB Files
Script to run
Parameters script
Results file

20
300
10
20
130
0
100
Single wavelength, λ=600nm

-----

Exponential decay
1/150

-------

10-9
10-7
1
No traps
Interface recombination
10-6
0
main_NWsExample.m
paramsNWsExample.m
resThesisNWsEx1_AsIs.mat

The calculation was very slow, the convergence limit was not reached and the job was
killed on the ‘Aluf’ server when due to the time limit (3 days). Continuing the calculation from
where it stopped (using n0_type = 'loadFileLast') yielded an overall current
(J_Bern) different in the 4th digit from the original result. The second run did not reach
convergence criteria just as well.
In order to save the results, although the calculation did not reach any of the stopping
criteria, the following lines were added at the running script:
if mod(H,10000)==0

% save every 10000 loops
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.
.
.
save([Name
pause(1)
end %saving

Name_add '.mat']);

Due to the long calculation time, it was performed on 20-nm wide sample (a single
nanowire instead of 3). For plotting Figure 22d-e the results were multiplied. The altered
results were saved as ‘resThesisNWsEx1_60nmWidth.mat’
Table 20: Parameters for the ZnO:Cs/F8:F8BT diodes in chapter 4.1.3 (Figure 31 / Figure 32)

Parameter

ZnO Layer

Organic Layer

LUMO (eV)

-3.6 [45]

-3.25 (3.4)a

HOMO (eV)

-6.8 [135]

-5.85 (6.0)a

 - Relative permittivity

9 [49]

3b

N DOS - Density of states (cm-3)

4x1022 c

1021(3x1018)a

 n - Electron mobility (cm2/V/sec)

2 [49]

3x10-4 d

Thickness (nm)

40

100

Metal contact barrier (eV)

0.2

0.2

Generation properties

No Generation

Traps properties

See
Table 21 and

Recombination properties
External bias
a

Table 22
No recombination (e-only device)
0-6V

The drift-diffusion equations make use of the Boltzmann approximation that states:

 E  EF 
n  N Leff exp   L

kT  where n is the free electron density, E is the effective band edge,

L

and NLeff is the effective density of states at the band edge (LUMO). Within the device
simulation framework, when current flows from the ZnO to the polymer its magnitude
depends on the step in the energy band but also on the step in the effective density of states
at the band-edge. For the organic material we do not know exactly the transport band edge
energy or the effective density of states at that same energy. To find suitable values we make
use of the fact that at high bias levels all the traps are not effective and hence we can use
that bias to fit the intrinsic material properties. To fit the experimental, high current, data we
can use different combinations of EL and NLeff and two of them are: 1) Density of 1021cm-3 in
combination with a 0.35eV step in the conduction (LUMO) level (i.e. EL=-3.25 eV) or 2) Use
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the 0.2eV step found in the UPS measurements (i.e. EL=-3.4 eV) and an effective DOS of NLeff
= 3x1018 cm .
b
In some calculation the value 1.34 was (mistakenly) used. Re-checking few calculations
reveals that the results are insensitive to this parameter.
cA more accurate value would be 3.5x1018 [135].
dAlso reasonable: 5x10-5 [136, 137]
Table 21: Traps properties used for the ZnO:Cs/F8:F8BT diodes in Figure 31a / Figure 32a.

Parameter

ZnO Layer

Organic Layer

Et – Traps energy level (eV)

-3.95

---

Traps surface density (cm-2)

None (no traps) ;
2.6x1011 to 5.3x1012

---

Table 22: Traps properties used for the ZnO:Cs/F8:F8BT diodes in Figure 31b / Figure 32b.

Parameter

ZnO Layer

Organic Layer

Et – Traps energy level (eV)

None (no traps) ;
-3.7, -3.75. -3.8,…--4.0,
-4.1,-4.2…-4.6

---

Traps surface density (cm-2)

1.8x1012

---

Table 23: Parameters for the BLs examples (Figure 33 to Figure 36)

Active Layer

LUMO (eV)

HBL
(left-hand
side)
-4.0

-4.0

EBL
(right-hand
side)
-3.3

HOMO (eV)

-6.0

-5.3

-5.3

 - Relative permittivity

1.46

1.7

1.46

N DOS - Density of states (cm-3)

1021

1021

1021

 n - Electron mobility

10-3

10-3

10-5

(cm2/V/sec)
2
 p - Hole mobility (cm /V/sec)

10-5

10-3

10-3

Thickness (nm)
Unless detailed in the legend

0 / 12

Metal contact barrier (eV)

0.4

Parameter

160
--

Illumination
Light intensity (mW/cm2)

100
104

0 / 12
0.4

Light spectrum

Single wavelength, λ=600nm

Absorption and Generation (active layer)
Absorption profile
α - Absorption coefficient (1/nm)
Generation factor (bulk)
Recombination properties (all layers)
Recombination model
C n N t (sec-1)
  Et
2 ni cosh 
 kT

Exponential decay
1/150
0.38
SRH
3.3∙103 / 3.3∙104 / 3.3∙105

 (cm-3)



1015

Traps properties

No traps

External bias (V)

0-0.8

Table 24: Parameters for the pinning examples (Figure 45 and Figure 46)

Parameter

Value

Energy gap (eV)

1.36

Injection barrier (eV)

0.3

 - Relative permittivity

3

N DOS - Density of states (cm-3)

1021

 n - Electron mobility (cm2/V/sec)

1.5∙10-4

 p - Hole mobility (cm2/V/sec)

1.5∙10-4

Thickness (nm)

200

Doping (cm-3)
Illumination
Light intensity (mW/cm2)
Light spectrum
Absorption and Generation
Absorption profile
α - Absorption coefficient (1/nm)
Generation factor (bulk)
Recombination properties (all layers)
Recombination model
C n N t (sec-1)

0

  Et
2 ni cosh 
 kT

100
Single wavelength, λ=600nm
Exponential decay
1/150
0.38
SRH
3.3∙105

 (cm-3)



1015

External bias (V)
Δx for maximal image force affect (nm)
(if applied)

0-1
0.5

105

7.3.

Appendix C – central differences derivation

According to the central differences method [76, 138, 139], the first derivative of a
function 𝑓(𝑥) at point 𝑥𝑖 is approximated as:

f   xi  

f  xi  h   f  xi  h 



f  xi 1   f  xi 1 

(7.1)
2h
2h
with ℎ being the grid’s step size. The phrase for the 2nd derivative, in this formalism,

is:

f   xi  

f  xi  h   2 f  xi   f  xi  h 



f  xi 1   2 f  xi   f  xi 1 

(7.2)
h2
h2
One should keep in mind, as nicely phrased by Selberherr [12] , that in the case of
nonlinear equations that approximate continuous dependent variable at discrete points, it is
impossible to obtain the exact solution of the analytically formulated problem. Instead one
can obtain, in the best case, an exact solution of the nonlinear algebraic equations which form
the discrete problem.

7.4.
Appendix D – Manipulating the Drift-Diffusion
Equation
Our goal is to manipulate the drift-diffusion equations (1.8) or (1.9) such that the
current J n or J p would be a linear function of the discrete values of the charge carrier
densities  ni , j  or  pi , j  . We’ll present the procedure for electrons, but it may similarly be
applied for holes.
We start with writing down the homogeneous case of the equation, i.e. when there is
no current
q  n   n  E  q  Dn 

dn
dx

0

(7.3)

And rewrite is as a simple differential equation for n  x 

dn
dx



n E
n  an
Dn

(7.4)

One can find the homogeneous solution of (7.4):
n hom  x   Ce ax

(7.5)

with C being an arbitrary coefficient.
In the general (nonhomogeneous) case, equation (1.8), and its modification as a
standard differential equation for n  x  , are:
J n  q  n   n  E  q  Dn 

dn

(7.6)

dx
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dn
dx



n E
J
J
n  n  an  n
Dn
qD
qD

(7.7)

One particular solution of (7.7) would then be
J
n non hom  e ax  n
aqDn

(7.8)

The general solution for the nonhomogeneous equation (7.6) would be the sum the
homogeneous solution in (7.5) and the particular solution in (7.8):

n  x   Ce ax  e ax 

Jn
aqDn

 C1e ax 

Jn

(7.9)

aqDn

Solving for ni 1 we will use the boundary condition n  xi   ni :

ni 1  ni e a h 

1
aqDn

e

a h

 1 J

n ,i 

(7.10)

1
2

where we have used average value J n 

J n , i 1  J n , i
2

J

n ,i 

1

, assuming low change of J in the

2

interval  h (relative to the change in n ). Isolating J 1 in the left-hand side of the equation
n ,i 
2

gives:
J

n ,i 

1

qDn  a  h
a h

ni 1   a  h
ni 
 a h
h  e  1
e
1 



2

which already has the required form of J

(7.11)
n ,i 

1

as a linear function  ni , j  .

2

We now define a new variable
ti  a  h  

n E
 h    i
 h  n  i 1
Dn
Dn   h

 
 n
 i 1   i   i 1 i

kT q
 Dn

(7.12)

where in the last transition we have assumed the non-degenerate material, in which
the classical (not generalized) Einstein relation holds.
The function B  t  , which is related to Bernoulli Numbers[79], is used for clarity

J

n ,i 

1



qDn

2

With ti 

J

n ,i 

1
2

h

 B t  n

 i 1   i
kT q

i

i 1

 B   ti  ni 
(7.13)

and B  t  

t
et  1

A similar result is received for the nearby index:
qD
 n  B  ti 1  ni  B  ti 1  ni 1 
h
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(7.14)

And the same manipulation should be carried out for the z-axis, represented by the
index j. Care should be taken for the signs when applying the procedure for holes. The results
are all summarized in equations (2.12) to (2.19).
A similar approach, for the 1D calculation, is detailed by Preezant et al. [111]

7.5.

Appendix E – Possible Extensions of the Simulation

7.5.1. Leakage current
The current tool refers to an ideal situation without any leakage current, as only
charge carriers at the HOMO/LUMO levels might contribute to the current. A more realized
situation should enable hopping between states inside the forbidden gap, or other
mechanisms that might lead to low leakage current.
We are not aware of any realization of such calculation in similar tools, and believe
that such addition might be possible, eventhough hard to acheive.

7.5.2. Generalized Einstein Relation
The assumption of classical Einstein relations
D





K BT

(7.15)

q

is buried deep in the main calculation of the simulation, where drift-diffusioncontinues equations are used for solving n and p , as described in chapter 2.1.2. Expansion
the calculation to the degenerate scenario required using the modified equation

𝐷 𝐾𝐵 T
=
𝜇
𝜂𝑞

(7.16)

with η being a function of charge carrier density, electric field and temperature, and
thus might change throughout the simulated device.

7.5.3. CT-states
It could be appropriate to improve the simulation of charge recombination at the
interface between materials, and implement the process related to charge transfer (CT)
states, as details, for example, by Tzabari et al. [18]. A different approach to this subject, in
the context of a similar calculation, may be found in the Ph.D. thesis by Tress [19]

7.5.4. Numerical Issues
The current calculation is slow, and some scenarios require hours or even long days
to reach convergence. Running time might be decreased by using MATLAB tools such as
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parallel computing or using the graphic card processor (GPU). Those suggestions were not
checked seriously yet.
The implementation could also be modified to use MATLAB’s existing tools for solving
differential equations, although up till now such trail has failed.
Other tools (such as commercial simulation tool Comsol) haven’t been seriously
checked as well.
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המחקר נעשה בהנחיית פרופסור ניר טסלר בפקולטה להנדסת חשמל.
אני מודה לקרן ריגר ,לקרן ע"ש דויד וטובה פרויד ולמוסד לננוטכנולוגיה ע"ש ראסל ברי על
התמיכה הכספית הנדיבה בהשתלמותי.

3

תקציר
תאים סולריים משולבים ) ,(hybridשבהם חומר אורגני מצפה ננו-חוטים מתחמוצת אבץ
) ,(ZnOהם בעלי פוטנציאל גבוה לניצול יעיל של אנרגיית השמש .במבנה זה ,קרינת השמש נבלעת
בחומר האורגני ומעוררת את האלקטרונים החיצוניים בכל מולקולה למצב אנרגטי גבוה (אקסיטון –
 .)excitonאם האקסיטון מגיע לפני השטח בין שני החומרים ייתכן תהליך של פירוק – האלקטרון
האנרג טי יעבור לתחמוצת האבץ ,המשמשת לכן כ"קולטת" אלקטרונים ,ואילו החומר האורגני יישאר
חסר ,ומכונה "מוסר" האלקטרונים.
יחד עם זאת ,למיטב ידיעתנו ,לא הוצגו עד עתה תאי שמש יעילים במבנה הנדון ,ופורסמו
ביצועים ירודים בלבד .בעבודה זו ,ניסינו לחקור את המבנה המשולב אורגני/אנאורגני ואת הממשק בין
השכבות הן באמצעות חישובים תיאורטיים והן ע"י ייצור התקנים ואפיונם.
בחלק התיאורטי מימשנו מודל חישובי דו-ממדי למציאת הפוטנציאל החשמלי ופיזור נושאי
המטען החופשיים בהתקן נתון ,תוך התחשבות בממדי ההתקן ותכונות החומרים המרכיבים אותו.
תשומת לב מיוחדת הוקדשה להתקנים שבהם שילוב חומרים שונים זה מזה בתכונותיהם ,דוגמת
צומת אורגני/אנאורגני ,ולתהליכים המתרחשים בממשקים הללו .התהליכים הפיסיקליים הנכללים
במודל הם גנרציה אופטית ,דיפוזיה של אקסיטונים ,מעבר מטענים בממשק ,מלכודות (מצבים
ממוקמים) והשפעת מטען-דמות סמוך למגעים.
בעזרת הכלי החישובי ניתחנו ,במסגרת שיתוף פעולה עם קבוצה באוניברסיטת היידלברג
בגרמניה ,את הביצועים של דיודה המשלבת תחמוצת אבץ ושכבה אורגנית ,והבהרנו את תפקידם של
מצבי פני השטח בצומת .תוצאות ניסיוניות הראו כי הוספת מסמם ) (dopantלתחמוצת האבץ משפרת
את הזרקת האלקטרונים לתוך השכבה האורגנית ללא שינוי רמות האנרגיה של החומרים השונים.
בעזרת הסימולציה התאפשר לנו לחקור את המלכודות בשכבת התחמוצת ,שאינם נגישים בקלות
בדרך ניסיונית ,ולהסביר את התוצאות שהתקבלו במדידות זרם-מתח .מצאנו שרמת אנרגיה בדידה
) (Etמאפשרת שיחזור קרוב של המדידות ,תוך שימוש במספר פרמטרים מינימלי ,ושהוספת המסמם
שקולה לשינוי רמת האנרגיה הזו כך שתהיה רדודה יותר .מדידת ספקטרוסקופיה פוטו-אלקטרית באור
אולטרה-סגול ) (UPS – UV photoelectron spectroscopyאיששה את הממצאים .העבודה הדגישה
את החשיבות של מלכודות והשפעתן על ביצועים חשמליים של התקנים ,מאפיין שלא תמיד זוכה
לתשומת לב מספיקה.
בעבודה נוספת ,השתמשנו בסימולציה כדי לחזור ולהעמיק בנושא "שכבות חוסמות"
) (blocking layersבתאי שמש אורגניים והשפעתן על ביצועי התאים .מתח הריקם (open circuit
) voltageהוא בעל חשיבות מכרעת בניתוח תאי שמש ,ולעיתים קרובות הוא נמוך ביחס למתח
התיאורטי המחושב מתוך פער האנרגיה של החומר הבולע .בעזרת המודל ,ניתחנו את פעולתן של
שכבות חוסמות שמקובל להוסיף כדי להגדיל את מתח הריקם ,הסברנו את השפעתן ,ובדקנו מדוע
באופן מעשי הן מלוות לעיתים קרובת במדידת  I-Vבעלת צורת האות  .Sמצאנו שהתנגדות השכבות
אחראית לפגיעה בביצועים ,והצענו דרכים להתגבר על מכשלה זו.
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בעבודה שלישית שבה נעשה שימוש במודל הממוחשב נבחנה השפעת המגעים המתכתיים
על ביצועי תאי השמש האורגניים .בפרט ,נבחנה התופעה של "נעילה" ) (pinningשל רמת האנרגיה
בשולי ההתקן ,תופעה שיכולה להיגרם בשל ריבוי מצבים בפס האסור של השכבה הפעילה ,או בשל
השפעת המתכת המחושבת כ"מטען דמות" ) .(image forceנמצא שכאשר מטען הדמות נלקח
בחשבון ,מתקבל צמצום של הפס האסור סמוך למגעים שפוגע בביצועי התא בגלל הגברת רקומבינציה
במגעים .מצאנו ,בנוסף ,שרק כאשר המחסום האנרגטי גבוה ,מתח הריקם המתקבל נקבע על פי
פונקציית העבודה של המגעים ,בהתאם לתיאוריה.
בחלק השני של העבודה אנו סוקרים ניסיונות לייצור של תאי שמש המבוססים על ננו-חוטים
של תחמוצת האבץ מצופים בחומר אורגני ,עבודה שנעשתה בשיתוף פעולה עם פורפ' טאלב מוקארי
מאוניברסיטת בן -גוריון בנגב .כרונולוגית ,חלק זה קדם לעבודה החישובית והיה העיקרי בהיקפו ,אך
בשו רה התחתונה הניסיונות לא צלחו .לפיכך ,העבודה מסכמת מספר נושאים ותובנות המיועדים
בעיקר למי שיעסוק בעתיד במחקר דומה.
יעילות ההמרה הגבוהה ביותר נמדדה בתא שמש המכיל את הפולימר  ,P3HTבשיעור של
 0.069%עם מתח ריקם של  0.21וולט ,זרם קצר של  1מיליאמפר לסנטימטר מרובע ,וקבוע מילוי (fill
) factorשל  .0.33הבעיה המרכזית שנתקלנו בה לאורך העבודה היתה זרמי זליגה גבוהים שככל
הנראה נובעים מחלקיקים עודפים של תחמוצת האבץ הנשארים על השכבה לאחר סיום התהליך
ומהווים מסלולים זליגה בין שני צידי ההתקן .ניסינו להתגבר על הבעיה בשיטות שונות המפורטות
בגוף העבודה.
חוקרים רבים ,ואנחנו בניהם ,סבורים שפני השטח בין התחמוצת לשכבה הפולימרית מחייבים
טיפול ותשומת לב כדי להשיג מעבר מטען יעיל בין שני החומרים השונים כל-כך זה מזה .בניסוי אחד
נעשה שימוש בשיקוע מפאזה גזית בשיטת ) MVD (molecular vapor depositionכדי לצפות את הננו-
חוטים בשכבה דקה נוספת של תחמוצת האבץ .נמצא שציפוי זה משפר את ביצועי ההתקן .שיקוע זה
נמצא מתאים גם לצורך שכבת הזריעה המשמשת כמצע לגידול החוטים.
מוסכם ,כי הבנת הממשק בין החומרים אורגני/אנאורגני הוא הכרחי כדי לנצל את הפוטנציאל
הגבוה הטמון במבנה זה .אני תקווה שהעבודה תתרום ,ולו במעט ,לקידום הידע בתחום זה .באופן זה
העבודה היא חלק מהמאמץ הכולל לקראת הבנה ויישום של תאי שמש יעילים ,זולים וידידותיים
לסביבה ולאדם.
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